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WELCOME ADDRESS
BY

cHrEF (DR.) J. O. SANUSI
Govemor
Central Bank of Nigeria

1.

lt is my honour and privilege
to welcome you allto this years'
policy seminar on the Federal
Government Budget. The Year

year 2000 Federal Government
Budget. This forum, is hoped,
will serve to critically appraise
the provisions of the year 2000

2000 Budget seminar is the sixth
in the series of inter-agency collaboration among the Central
Bank of Nigeria (CBN), National

Budget against the backdrop of
the performance of the economy
in recent year and., thus elicit
useful. suggestions and recom-

Centre for Economic Manage-

mendations for the successful
implementation of the Budget,
particularly during the remaining
part of the year, as well as provoke thoughts on the Year 2001
Budget.

mcnt and

Administration

(NCEMA)and the Nigerian Economic Society (NES). Previous
seminars had been timed to coincide with the release of the
Budget, the objective of which
was to provide an effective forum for interaction and exchange
of ideas on the budget framework and implementation strategies among policy makers, academic, analysts and operators,
captaihs of industries and the
organized private sector. The
organisation of this year's seminar is, therefore, in keeping with
the tradition, although it is coming up almost six months into the
fiscal year partly because of the
delay in passing the Appropriation Bill by,.the NationalAssem-

2. The theme for this years'
seminar, "Appraisal of Macroeconomic Performance and
Year 2000 Budget Provision",
provides another opportunity for
the public to be intimated with the

objectives and strategies of the

3.

lt is pertinent to observe from

the outset that, the Nigerian
economy has, in the past year,
responded positively to governments' economic policies. This

development is encouraging
when viewed against the background of poor performance of
the economy, particularly the
unstable macroeconomic environment of the previous years.
ln those years, the major factor
that underlined the adverse
movements in macroeconomic
variables had been the rapid
growth in government spending
characterized by large fiscal deficits that we financed mainly
through the CBN's Ways and
Means Advances. The monetary expansiohary impact of this
development was manifested in
the acceleration of inflation rate,
periistent of exchange rate de-

I

cHrEF (DR) J. O. SANUSI
preciation and rapid deterioration in the balance of payment
position. We have, however,
witnessed a significant improvement with respect to reversing
some of the negative trends of
the recent past. A review of recent macroeconomic performance shows that inflation rate
has decelerated to a single-digit
of 6.6 per cent in 'i999, whiie
output growth recorded a modest recovery to 2.7 per cent from
2.4 per cent in 1998. Similarly,
interest and exchange rates
were relatively stable thus, contributing to the renewed confidence in the Nigerian econorny.

4. This success story was
achiev.ed by controlling the rapid

expansion in monetary aggregates induced largely by monetary financing of the huge fiscal deficit amounting to 8.5 per
cent of GDP with was further
exacerbated by the transfer of
public sector deposits from the
CBN to the banks and discount
houses in the seco_nd quarter of
1999.

June

200C

5. To meet the challenge posed
by the resultant surge In bank lrquidity, the CBN tightened its
demand management poiicy by
raising the cash reserve and liquidity ratios. Other temporary
measures adopted to complement this monetary action included the issuance of special
Treasury Bills (STBs), which
were mandatorily allocated to
banks, and the introduction of
200 per cent treasury bill cover
for foreign exchange demand at
lhe Autcnomous Foreig n Exchange Marl..et (AFEM). The
last two measures, though unpopular, proved very effective in
reducing excess liqurdity in the
banking system. With the improvement in the liquidity situation, and the commitment to fiscal prudence by the nascent
democratic government, the
temporary measures were Progressively dismantleri and finally
phased out by October, 1999.

budget ,s expectec io pro\ ;r- the
{ramework andthe a-.a) ":n rr-rrronment for the orivate secior to
become the effect:ve engirre of
growth and develoi r-';e nt.

7. A major task for the s*,rrinar js
to assess the adequacy if the
lolicies and strategres outiined in
the budget to achieve these goals.
A rnajor element of the budget
strategv is to adjust tariff in favour
of imoc,ried raw materi?ls and re-

habil,late and

resuscrtale

infrastruc tu'al facjlitres to enhance

the rale oi capacity utilization of
domeitic industries. Wnile tite
critical rleed fcr thi rr:iacilitation
and resuscrtation of rnf ra:i;"trctural
facilities is -cl n do"bt therc is
need to reccn.iie the short{erm
benefit tc tar.ti reductron on i'ri
ported ra,1 rn.,icrials with the longterm oas re to develop domestic
substjtutes our manuiacturing rn'
puts.

r

moting competence and attracting the desire inflcw of new foreign investment.

9. The maintenance. cf macroeconomic stability rs sine qua
non for the achievenlent of sustainable growth. This importation
objective requires tfrat,1 , i.rrl-at-

commooating moneta.v policy
be complementecj by gcvernment commitment to fiscal pruCence. "[he Federal Government has budgeted a defrot
equivalent to 2.5 1:er cent c{ t-:DP

for the r;..rrieIit f,s;al Year. While
the silc of the clefrcil may not
nr-,c , - sarily br destabilizing the
nrar,' r- r li ris fi:r:rr: ing is critical
alrS n :'-:1(.,' stabili:atron
,l r rt t,f the c h a lobjecl iYe.

to

tlri

.

lenges, ther€f

i,re f acing thrs

"privatization", Which has become

seminar is to i. entify the appt o .
priate souroe of financing for the
projectel fiscal defrcit in a non-

a topical issue in market econo-

inflationary man:'ter.

8. Also, lwish to observe that
6. Against the background of improved macroeconomic environment but still characterised by a
lackluster growlh performance in
1999, fiscal and monetary policies in Year 2000 were designed
lo acce[-.rate the pace of economic srowth and development
as well as ensure price stability
and external sector viability. Of
partiuula
sig nif icance is
:tJ/ernments' emphasis on
, i( .rsures to alleviate povertY
;rrr,l crrhance consumer purcha:;r rg porr'er so as lo improve
the overall living standard ofthe
citizenry. The policy trust is to
lay a soiid foundation for a privale seclor-led and marketdriven economy. Specifically, the

folrndation would havc been laid
for increased privaie sector participation, the reslructuring of
government expenditure, pro-

mies, given its positive imPact on
economic management, constitutes a key element of the Budget. Browsing through th'-' seminar programme. I r'bserve that this
issue has also b':e1 giver some
prominence. l. theiefore, cc rtlmend the sem:ni:,r r:ra-:iiize, s for
tabling it before tn': r:,sttnguished
audience for Crit,:. t, r3mlr ation
particularly, with rest ' ": ,: sttate-

gies and procecj..,''s f or imPlementatjon, so that lr e economy
could derive .nr1xin, 'n h,i ntiirts
f rom it. I belier,,(r that if the
privatizatiL.n programme is properly arrd honestly implemented to
its ln lrcal concl:tsior: .1'on1
1

10. Distinguished Ladies

and
Gentlemen, the effective conduct of monetary policy bY an
independent CBN is possible
only where the system is free
from uncontrolled fiscal expenditure. lt is, therefore, mY exPec-

tation that the current fiscal
policy stance will be sustained in

order to enhance the efficiency
of resource utilisation.

11.

Let me acknowledge at tt,is

point that, the instrument autonomy granled to tbe CBN, has,
no doubt, largely insulated the

bank from undue political

une, 2000
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interference in its conduct of terest rates with a view to narrowmonetary and financial policies. ing the unacceptably wide spread
It has also enabled the bank to between bank savings and lending
act more proactively in its policy- rates. ln this regard, the Bank will
making process. At the end of intensify efforts at nurturing a more
our re-engineering efforts, we competitive and efficient financial
hope a more efficient and endur-

ing Central Bank of our dream
will emerge. The CBN will continue to rely mainiy on marketbased techniques of monetary
management for the attainment
of price stability and the orderly
behavior of the financial mar-

13. Holding

this seminar so late in

the year, no doubt, demands that
we should not shy away from appraising the performance of the
budget so far against the set objectives and also thinking ahead on
relevant policies for the 2001 Na-

kets.

12. Perhaps,

environment based on true market
criteria.

I should take this

opportunity to stress that, having made satisfactory progress
in the resolution of bank distress,

efforls will continue to be made
to restructure the other financial
institutions in order to ensure a
healthy and competitive financial
sector. Over the years, some of
CBN's concern had been the
need to effectively influence desirable movements in market in-

tionalAnnual Budget

14.

I am happy to announce that
that so far infiation has oeen largely
subdued. While investor confidence is returning, infrastructural
performance is still sub-optimai,
perhaps, due to the long period of
neglect and delay. lt is my hope
that by tne end of the year the gain
from macroeconomic stability will

be translated

into

3

improved

economic performance

15. Some of the important issues that readily come to my
mind for your consideration
the 2001 budget include how to
consolidate and maintain the
gains so far made in economic
liberalisation and macroeconomic stability. More importantly,
we need to look ahead and develop long-term strategies for integrating the Nigerian econorny
to the emerging information technology-driven globai economy.
Finally, I urge you to come up
with recommendations on how to
improve the budgetary process,
both in its quality and timeliness.

16. Distinguished Ladies and
Gentlemen, lwelcome you once
again. to this important seminar
and wlsh you very fruitful and
successful deliberations
I thank you for your kind
attention.
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A SPECIAL ADDRESS
BY

CHIEF PHILIP ASIODU
CHIEF ECONOI\,4IC ADVISER TO THE PRESIDENT, AND DEPUTY CHAIRIMAN'
NATIONAL PLANING CON,lMISSION

Chairmen,
D i st i ng u i sh

ed

P a rlic ip a nt s,

Ladies and gentlemen.

feel highly honoured to be
invited as a Special Guest to deI

liver a special Address on Budget Implementation of this Policy
seminar on the Year 2000 Federa

I Government Budget.

I

therefore, thank the organizers
for giving me the opportunity to
address you on this very important issue, Budget lmplementation.

serves three important purposes,
namely; as a tool of accountability and transparency; as a tool of
management; and as an instrument of economic policy. Over the
years, the implementation of the
annual budget has been source
of concern for successive governments in Nigeria. lt is pertinent to
note that the Nigerian budgeting
process suffers not so much from
Iack of technical design or exPertise but from lack of commitment
lo good governance for the effective implementation of the budget.

4. Distinguished participants, let
me quickly highlight some of the
issues, which have been milila!
ing against effective budget implementation. Over the past 15
years, the budgeting process in
Nigeria has suffered from lack of
transparency, openness, accountability and adherence to established financial rules and regulations to the extent that ministry
and agencies were hardly aware
of allocatlons made to them in a
given year.

note that the size of the inves!
ment programme of the annual
budget is expected to tally with
first year of the rolling plan, while
projects that are not admitted in
the plan should not be funded.
However, over the years, there
was total disregard for plan discipline resulting in internal inconsistency of the public sector investment programmes. Consequently, effective budget implementation could not be achieved
due mainly to lack of coordination between the plan and the
budget. The concomitant effect
of this is the large numbers of
abandoned projects all over the
country.

2. The annual budget in our environment today does not only
provide opportunity for a review
of the performance of the various policy measures of the government but also constitutes the
operational instrument for maPping out the policies and
programmes for the ensuring fiscal year. The quality of the successive annual budgets has become a key indicator of the extent to which the government has
been able to harness available
resources towards the fulfillment
of the objectives and aspirations
of the society.

5. The annual budget is suPposed to take its cue from the
three-year National Rolling Plan.
However, this has not been the

3. The annual Budget is a key
instrument for implementation of

case and as a result, non-Planned
p ro je c t
a n d programmes,
which were not properly screened,

7. Another major shortcoming of
the budgeting exercise over the
years is the unduly high level of
dependence on foreign loans
beyond the capacity of the
agency or govemment to provide
counterpart funding for such
loans.

were being funded through the
annual budget. lt is pertinent to

8. For effective budget imple-

Government projects,
programmes and policies. lt

s

4

6. Nigeria is a monocultural
economy. The financing of the
annual budget is heavily dependent on oil revenue to the tune

of about 90%. The effective
implementation of the budget
therefore, depends largely on
the stability in the international
oil market.
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mentation, there must be consistency in Government Polacies
over a given Period of time.
Over the years, there have

been policy

in co n s iste n cie s,

which have adverselY affected
budget implementation.

9. To ensure proPer budget
implementation, regular monitoring and evaluation of
programmes and Projects is
crit ic a L Howeve,', adequate
funds have not been made
available to the agencies
charged with this responsibility.
There is need to develop an

appropriate mechanism for
monitorlng the budget in other
to enhance the level of budget
achievement. The Federal Government is determined to
strengthen the monitoring and
evaluation machinery in the National Planing Commision.

10. Anoth e r maJor shortcoming of the annual budget.
has been the tendency to have
an exaggerated view of expected revenues and incomes
while underestimating costs.
This has given rise to the adof too many
m issio n
programmes and projects that
are beyond the scoPe of re-

sources that may be available dur
rng a fiscal year. This is one main

of budget implementation could

address the issues highlighted.
13. With the commencement
of democratic governance, it is
expected that plan n ing and
budgetrng will take their rightful place in Iine with the avowed
policies and programmes of the
present administration, namely,

largely be attributed to military dic-

good governance. transpar-

tatorship under which the Planing
and budgeting processes operateci for over a decade. However,
the delay in the passage of the
year 2000 budget by the National
Assembly can be ascribed to long
absence of democratic government. This therefore, should not
be seen as a permanent feature
in the budgeting process.

ency, accountability, openness
and strict adherence to established ru les and regulations.
Distinguished participants, if the
above tenets are strictlY observed, effective budget imPlementation can be assured.

reason for the high incidence of
abandoned government Projects
all over the Country.
11

.

12.

lVlost of the above Problems

Distinguished

pa rticiPa nts.

Government is fully aware of these
constraints, which have been
militating against effeclive budget
impiementation and has therefore,
put the necessary machinery in
place to address lhese issues.
Government has set up a Budget
System Review Committee under
the Chairmanship of Professor
Dotun Philips to review and make
recommendations to Government
the budgeting sYStem.
Although, the report of the committee has not been made public,

on

it is expected to

5

adequatelY

14. ln conclusion, through
careful budgeting and implementation, the batte re d
economy in h e rited by this
administration which was characterized by declining capacily
utilization in the real sector,

poor performance of major
infrastructural facilities, Iarge
budget deficits, rising levels of
unemployment and inflation,
weak industrial base, low level
of agricultural production, a
weak private sector, high external debt overhang, inefficient
public utilities and high imPort
dependence wou ld be reversed.

2
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REMARKS ON THE FOCUS OF THE POLICY SEMINAR
BY
PROF. MIKE KWANASHIE
PRESIDENT
NTGERIAN ECONOIVIC SOCIETY

Tne
I

Denormance u*rts
rn the
Nio"rirn
"conomv
yu"..

L,J,

,Lfl".t.
t,u"
the crisis that the countr}i s
macroeconomic management
has been engulfed in, since the
last two decades. The increasing level of poverty and the gen-

eral utrcline'n economic actlvities in the last five Years Pose
a serious challenge to the 2000
budget. With the democratization process ar,d return to civil
rule the people's exPectation of
a

mc:? responsive and PeoPle

'

economy create legitimate Jemands on the budget. People generally expect
the dividend of democratisation
to flow as a result of the management of the economY under
the new d ispe nsation. The
2O0O budget is being looked
upon to reverse the current
trend in the economy. lt has to
meet this challenge to avoid the
emergence of rising frustration
with the budgetary Process.
Macroeconomic management
is crucial for the attainment of
the macroeconomic objectives
articulated bY the government
and the budget is a Potent instrument for this.

-

orie

C

A number of issues have
to be rai3ed with regards to the
potentials of the budget in the
light of the timing of its aPproval

and the policy lags that often
characlerise budget imPlementa-

tion. This budget has been aPproved half way into the life of the
budget. At the interim, as Provided by the constitution, releases
have been rnade which is less
than expected under the budget.
Can the budget still have the expected impact given that it would
have to be operated in fullfor onlY
half of the year? Has the nation
gained anything from the face-off
between the executive and the
legislature over the aPProval of

ety. The executive

simPly dic-

tated the budget wilh minimum
inputs from the PeoPle. Under
our current democratic system,
the people must have a voice rn
the budgetary process, at least,
through their elected rePresentatives. Broad based consensus
has to be built in support of anY
budget to make it accePtable
and implementable. ln all ideal
situ alion all stakeholders should
have a meaningful saY in how
the budget is crafted and in the
provisions of the budget.

the budget?
Nigeria is now a democratic
country. The budgetary Process
must recognise this fact. Budgets
in democratrc societies are basically political instruments, verY
often oLltcomes of complex politi-

cal process. They reflect, verY
often, the outcome of interPiaY of
local interests as manifested bY
the positions of the various actors
in the budgetary process. Over
the years, Nigerians have not
benefited from the experience of
the politics of budget making because the military turned the budget into an instrument of manipulation and control. The concentration of power and the command
structure of the military prevented
the process of consensus building that is required to put a budget in place in a democratic soci6

The uitimate impact of the
2000 budget would dePend on
how best it is implemented. The
major difficulties of budgets in
Nigeria in the past have had to
do with very poor implementation characterised by iack of
transparency and accountabilitY
and the extremelY long time
lag

s in commencement

of

programmes, which often render
the document at the end of the
budget period a rather irrelevant
document. The people through

their elected representatives
should monitor budget imPlementation to ensure accountability and transpaiencY. TheY must

ensure that the budget reflects
the aspiration ofthe totality ofthe
people and that the implementation is in line with the apProved
budget. lt is within this context

Volume 2,1 No 2
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that the delay an (he Passing of
this years'budget is a blessing
for the Nigerian PeoPle. ln Principle, at least, it is being estab-

lished that budgetarY Process
must carry People along. lf the
NationalAssemblY does its work
faithfully ( is in a position of radically improving on the Performance. of the budget. This
would ensure greater macroeconomic stability and greater
impact of public expenditure.
The 2000 budget has to be

seen within the context of the
poverty situation in the countrY.
The problem of poverty has for
a fairly long time been a cause
for concern to the people of Nigeria and the Government. Poverty in Nigeria is on the increase
despite the country's Position as
a major oil exporter in the world.
To address this issue the budget should induce rapid economic growth. Nigeria's GDP
has up to this point, been
charaterised by slow growth and
little structural shift. The groMh
rate for the last decade has
averaged around 3.0 Per cent.
With a population groMh rate of
2.8 per cent the living standard
of this constitutes the majority,
it has declined drastically. The
situation is more dePressing
when disaggregated betweerl
the urban and the rural sectors.
ln the last budgetary impacts, if
felt at all, often benefits the urban economy more than the rural. Macroeconomic Policies
seem to be targeted at a small
enclave modern economy to
which the mass majority of Nigerians have no direct access
but simply act as consumers to

stain this enclave economy.
The balance of the wider
economy ha rd ly benefits from
budgetary po licies even when
specific aspects are targeted at
it. The 2000 budget needs to address this issue to make a difsu

fere nce.

The analysis of the Performance of the economY reveals
relative sectional stability and
lack of any significance shifts.
I\ilost analysts, however, agree
that there is a need for major
structural realig nment of the
economy that invariablY would

lt in significant

sectoral
facother
shifts. This, amongst
tors, is responsible for relatively
low groMh rates experienced in
the last two decades. To be of
maximum relevance the 2000
budget should set the stage for
res

u

re-engineering the

eria n
economy. The structural shifts
necessary, wilhin the context of
globalization, should be identified and relevant policies articulated to achieve them. The 2000
budget is rather weak in this regard. The philosophy of the budget betrays an uncritical commitment to liberalization and deregulation without due regard to
the level of development of Productive forces in society and the
imperfections within the ecoN ig

nomic system.
The 2000 budget needs to
be accornpanied by relevant and
sound macroeconomic policies
'.o make it successful- Policies to
ensure the maintenance of appropriate exchange rate regime;
policies to reduce the domestic
interest rates; policies on both
I

internal and external debts are
necessary 1o compltrre..]t vrhat ;s
presented in the budget. While
there seems to be sonre consensus on policies such as deregulation, privatization and commerclalization, the modalities and extents of the programmes should
be critically reviewed. A wholesale, unco-ordinated and poorly
implemented p riv at iz atio n
programme in Nigeria could be
encounter-productive.

licY measures, complemented bY fiscal,
monetary and other Policies, of

Real sector

P

o

the present administration, aimed
at promoting the exPansion and

iversificatron of the productive
base of the economy, through the
stimulation of private investment
growth from both domestic and
foreign source should be enhanced by the 2000 budget if
properly implemented. During the
budget year, the inflow of foreign
investment is expected to improve significantly, encouraged
by the position of the budget on
d

major policy issues. Budget
implementation should ensure
sustainable output and emPloYment growth through shifts toward the development of the rural areas to encourage enhanced

agricultural productivity and food
self sutficiency. lt should be
noted that agriculture has been
beset by long standing problems

include insufficient farm inputs,
inadequate rural infrastructure,
inappropriate technical manpower, poor environmental management, relative neglect of the
sector by the government, policies encouraging rural-urban migration and low productivity in the

Vo.rme 24 No 2
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persisting predominance of
small-holding and the inappropriate land tenure systems. The
budget should also facilitale in-

crease capacity utilization in industry and promote small and
medium enterprises in Nigeria.
I\4ajor inf rastructural conslraints

should be addressed as

a

matter of urgency.

This policy seminar is very
important as an input into the
entire budgetary process as it
provides all pa rt i ci pati ng

ns the opportunity to
look at the 2000 budget and its
prospecls for tr acroecon om ic
management and make policy
recommendation to the relevant
og a

n is

atio

authorities. The va rious speakers
lined up to participate in the seminar, will no doubt deal effectively
with the various aspects of the
budget and would facilitate the
process of the participating organizations efforts at jointly making
inputs into budget implementation
process. The Nigerian Economic
Society (NES) would like to place

8

on record its appreciatiqn of this
collaborative efforts with the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) and
the National Centre for Economlc
lvlanagement and Administratlon
(NCEIvIA) ln hosting for a number of years this annual event.
We hope this would continue. We
also hope that the outcome of
these seminars would make
meaningful inputs into policy articulation and implementation rn
Nigeria and would promote the
process of economic growth and
poverty reduction.
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THE PERFORMANCE OF THE 1999
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT BUDGET:
AN APPRAISAL
BY
'EDET

B, AKPAKPAN,

PN O

perfdrmance of any management, and is of central imPortance in good governance. Accountability takes two main
forms. These are macro-level
accountability which is about
administrative reporting, and

nis paper is organizecl in
five short sections. ln the

f I
I

t,rr, sec,on we lry Io ex-

plain a few things about budge!ing, especially the functions and

approaches to it. ln the second
section we summarize the objectives and strategies of the 1999
Federal Government Budget. ln
the third section we attemPt an
appraisal of the achievements
and impact of Budget'99. ln the
fourth section we trY to exPlain
why budget '99 Performed the
way it did. ln the fifth and final
section we draw lessons for the
future.

1.0 Budgeting: Functions
and Approaches

micro-lever accountabilitY
EDET B. AKPAKPAN

agencies of government, and Provisions for control of the agencies.
Over time, and because of the
changing needs of modern economies and societies, the Practice of
budgeting came to be used to
serve other purposes. ln Particu-

lar, it was used, in addition, for
planning the activities of govern-

ment and for managing the
Budgeting, we understand,
was designed initiallY to serve
'the purposes of legislative accountabitity'. lt emerged from the
efforts of legislatures to control
the taxing anO sPenOing Powdrs

of monarchs; and became formalfzed by the legislative requirement that statements of expenditures and revenues be

submitted annuallY

economy and societY. Thus, budgeting today serues the three mairi
functions of legislative accountability, planning, and socio-eco'
nomic management. We will
comment briefly on each of these
functions.

i).

Budgeting as an
I nstrument of Legislative
Accountability

(Premchand, 1 989, P.35).

a).

Functions of Budgeting
lnitially, budgeting focused on
the allocation of resources to

This is about having to adequately inform the public about
action taken by the government. lt
is a key factor in monitoring the

I

which is mainly about decentrali-

zation of functions and greater
involvement of the Public in the
activities of government. Both of
these forms (of accountabilitY)
give the public the opporlunitY to
gain useful knowledge about the
acJivities of government, and the
opportunity to influence those
activities. Thus, legislative accountability helps to ensure
value for money in the oPerations of government.

ii).

Budgeting as an
lnstrument of Planning:

Planning,

in one form or

another, has been a feature of
the operations of governments.
lnitially this took the form of budget planning orfiscalplanning as
it is more commonly described,
i.e. specifying national objectives and the measures bY which
they would be Pursued, workino,
out the funding requirements of
the measures, sPecifYing the
sources of funds, and allocating

ApriYJune, 2000

funds in line witffihe objectives
Over time some countries felt

the need for a much more comprehensive planning-what came
much to be known as development planning-which led tb the
preparation of development
plans as distinctively different
documents from annual budgets. But because the development plans needed to be implemented through the annual budgets, the preparation of the two
documents had to be closely coordinated. Thus, government
budgeting and planning have
enforce and en rich ed each
other.
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and systems to adopted. The efforts led to the development and
use, particularly in the more-developed countries (MDCs), of

such

elimination

of the dual

exchange rate regime;
v.

systems as performance budge!
ing; programme budgeting; planning, programming and budgeting
system (PPBS), and zero-base
budgeting (ZBB). Combinations
ofthese systems are found today vi.
in different countries, and in each
case the choice is determined by
the seriousness with which the political leadership views socio-eco- vii.
nomic management, the dedication and technical competence of
the relevant officials, and the viii
quantity and quality of data on the
economy and society, among oth-

ers.
iii).

iv.

ix.

to maintain appropriate fiscal, monetarY and ex
change rate policies with
a view to achieving overall
macroeconomic stability;

to sustain prudent internal
and external debt manage-

ment;
to enhance efforts in capacity building and utilisation;
to reduce the level of unem-

ployment;

to improve the purchasing
power of the citizenry;

Budgeting as an
lnstrument of Socioeconomic Management

2.0

An Outline

a)
The use of the national budget as an instrument of socioeco nomic management concerns the performance of the
three fiscal functions of allocation, stabilization, and distri-

bution. This requires that in
s pecifying the (economic and
social) objectives to be pursued,
the policies by which the objec-

tives wjll be pursued, and the
specific policy measures to be
used. adequate attention must
be paid to their impact on each
of the three functions.
b) Approaches to Budgeting

The '1999 Budget
X

Policy Thrust and
Objectives:

to sustain the single digit
inflatron rate achieved in
the 1998 financial year, and

X]

The policy thrust of Budget'99
was to stimulate the growth and
stability of the economy in order
to'address the problems of unemployment and poverty in the society'. The specific objectives urere
outlined as follows:

to

achieve at least 3%
overall growth rate of the
GDP

The policy thrust of Budget
'99 was appropriate Economic
growth and stability were neces-

sary in the environment that
faced the government at the time.

r)

to expand the existing

rev-

enue base by exploring new
source,
I

to improve internal secu rity
in order to create a safe environment for the pursuit of
and social
a ctivities;

And to achieve growth and stability the government needed to
stimulate prodLrction Also, the
objectives specified. if effectiveiy
pursued, could generate the
needed growth a nd, therefore,
employment opportunities.

economic
Because of the crucial role of
budgeting in the management of
economies and societtes, efforts
have been made over the years
to impiove both the procedures

But the government also
needed to improve income dis-

to contjnue with the policy
of privatisation of state -

tribution to be able to achieve, in
particular, stability. This is nec-

owned enterprises,

essary because the pattern of

10
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income distribution is ParticuIarly important in the achievement of macroeconomic stability. Unfortunately an imProvement in the Pattern of income
distribution was not one of the
objectives of the government.
b).

iv).

v).

The government planned

lncreasing food Production
through timelY and adequate
supply of inputs and maintenance of agricultural facili-

to pursue its objectives through
a number of measures it termed
'strategies'. These were listed
as follows:

ties;
vit

eralizalion and competition

processes;

ii)

lncrease revenue generation through the effective
implementation of Custom
and Ports reforms, broadening the coverage of the
Value Added Tax (r'AT) bY

of

Reappraislng and rePrioritizing thecompletion of
critical on-going projects and
rehabilitating existing economic and social infraslluctural facilities,

viii). Reviewing the embargo on
external loans in favour of
highly concessiona I facilities
to support urgently needed
projects in agriculture, soqial
services, infrastructure, poverty - reduction schemes and
other projects that are selffinancing;

the widening of the VAT
base and increasing the
number

VAT collection

offices, replacement of
pre-shipment insPection
with destination inspection
to curtail diversion of im-

ports and loss of revenue,
development of solid minerals and gradual removal
of subsidies;

iii).

Provision of adequate
infrastructural and operational equipment to the security agencies to enhance
their performance in the
maintenance of law and
order;

the ills of society such as
"advance fee fraud", moneY
laundering and similar vices

Encouraging and stimulating
the growth of small and medium scale industries
through soft loa ns and
other incentives,

Accelerating the Privatisation of state - owned
enterprises, economic lib-

Continuing the battle against

PeoPles Bank:

Strategies

i).

ing on economic growth;

SupPorling and Promot'ng
activities in the rural areas
through FEAP, NDE and the

tx

Providing for sustainability of
externally funded projects at
the closing of the relevant
loan facility;

X

Facilitating the completion of
on-going export processing
zones in order to encourage
foreign direct investments;

which have given Nigeria negative image.
Our concern about the 'strat-

egies' is their adequacY. Did we
have enough measures to Promote growth and stability in the
environment that was inherited bY
the government? An examination

of lhe measures reProduced
above would show that we had
enough measures for the stimulation of groMh but not enough
for the promotion of stability.

The weakness here is the
absence of measures for tackling
the problem of income inequalities which, as we saw earlier, did
not receive the attention of the
government. Of course, we
should not expect to see measures designed to deal with what
the government did not see as a
problem. But this simply shows
that the government did not do a
serious investigation of the problems it claimed it wanted to tackle.
As for the growth objective that
would appear to have been adeq u ately provided for, much
would depend on the implementation of the measures.

c).

lmplementation
Procedures

The procedures by which
xl.

Providing incentives to the

the Federal Govemment intended

financial sector to give credit
to projects with long gestation
periods that have direct bear-

to implement some of the measures planned for the Nigeria

11

economy and society in 1999 are

ApnUJune, 2000

described in sections of the budget. We will outline a few examples.

*
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-

Strategy (iv):
Supporting and promoting
productive activities in the ruralareas through the Family Economic

Strategy (i): Accelerating

AdvancementProgramme

the privatization of state-owned
enterprises,...'

(FEAP), National Directorate of
Em ployment (NDE), and the
People's Bank.

lmplementation Procedures:
lmplementation Procedure:

i).

lnvitation of strategic inves-

ii).

tors to express interest,

Statement of intention to
continue to use FEAP to

lnvitation of applications

stinrulate productive
activities in the rural areas;

from potential advisers (fi
na ncia I and technical);

iii. Proposals for the promulg'ation of a degree to give legal
backing to the progra-mme, and
the acceleration of work on establishing a regulatory framework;
Redefinition of the'role and
functions of Bureau for
Public Enterprises (BPE)

IV

A planned public enlighten-

ment programme on the
whole privatization pro.iess.

ii. Addilional funding of
N1.O billion
- Strategy (v):
Stimulating the growth of small
and medium-scale ind ustries.

i.

lmplementation Procedure
A plan to enhance funding of
enterprises;

ii). A plan to review the operational

modalities of funding institutions NERFUND, NEXIM, NBCI, EIC - tO
make them more effective;

iii).

A plan to introduce incentives

to banks to grant long-term cred-

For many of the other strat-

egies, we observe two things
about the implementation procedures: they were either merely indicated as an explanation of the
strategy, or not stated at all. Refer, for instance, to the strategies

concerning increased food production and completion of the export processing zones (EPZs). ln
the case of EPZs, it is not stated
anywhere in the budget how the
government intended to facilitate
the completion. This shows a
very poor attitude towards the
crucial matter of planning activities and actions. And from what
was achieved in the end, it could
be said that the government really has no plans for these
projects.

3.0 The Performance of
Budget'99
We will attempt to assess
the performance of the budget in
two ways, namely the exten!to

which the objectives were
achieved and the impact of the
results on the economy and society. The presentation is tabulated to facilitate reading.

Objective

Result

lmpact on the Economy and
Society

To expand reveenue base

We have no evidence that
an),thing substantial was

The economy and society have

by exploring new sources

achieved
l!

its

To improve internal security

There were reports about an
improvement in the provlsion

of operational equipment

to

contlnued to rely on a single sectorthe oil sector - for revenue.
lnternal security remained a serious
problem by the close of the budget
yeat.

to some of the security agencies, especially the Police,
and there was increase Poli-

cing generally. But it is
difflcult to say that internal

security was substantially improved
Privatization of state-owned enterprises.

Substantial piogress was
made. Most of the steps outlined were taken
12

Too early to assess the impact

Ap.
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iv.

Elimination of the dual exchange rate reglme.

The problems and abuses

that
characterized the system were ended. But the expected stabilizing effects on prices and out put were not

This was achieved

noticeable, obviously because of
problems with other macro econo-

mic policies.

of the actions which
'aPPropriate' Policexchange
the
and
monetary,
defined
al,
rate policies in order to achi- ies were taken, but macroecoeve macroeconomic stability nomic stability was not achieved. ln the case of the exchange rate, the depreciation of
the Naira continued.

To maintaln appropriate fisc- Several

To enhance efforts in
capacjty building and

utilization

vlt

lx

We have no

evidence that
anything positive was achieved. An assessment bY the
government indicates a decline in capacity utilization.

The expected stability was not achiachieved. For instance, in its overview preparatory to Budget 2000, the
government stated as follows: 'on
assumption of ottice, this Adminis!
ration found that some of the economic measures of the immediate
past exacerbated the instability
which had plagued the economy for
quite some time'. And instability was
still evident by the close of the year.
Mainly falling output, rising unemployment, and increased external
dependence. A review by thegovernment, as summarized in Budget
Budget 2000, confirms these effects

ployment.

no reliable data to Unemployment remained serious
to assess this. But the gover- problem in the society by the end
nment ilself admitted that of the budget year.
that unemployment was rising.

To improve the purchasing
power of the citizenry.

There were pay increase, Par- There were stitl complaints a6out
ticularly in the public sector. weak purchasing power in the
But, given the small size of system.

To reduce the level of unem- We have

public sector workers in the

population, we doubt if the pay
inseases in the sector amounted to a general improvement in purchasing power.
x.

To sustain single digit

inflation rate.

xt.

This was not achieved. lnflati- Even thouqh the desire slngle digit
on rate rose to over 10.5 per inflation rrte was not achieved, it
remained fairly stable at about 10.5
cent.
percent.

To achieve at least 3.0% This was not achieved. lnfor- This must be a factor in the growing
overall growth rate of the mation-availeble to us indicat- unemployment and poverty in the
es a grov(h rate of less than society.
GDP
2.Oo/o

assessnent we have atpted in the in the foregoing
paragraphs has been summarized as follows:

balances persist. These include the
lingering problems of import dependence, reliance on a single economic sector-oil, weak industrial
base, low level of agricultural pro-

Despite the macroecomic achievement of this,Ad-

duction, a weak Private sector, high
external debt overhang, inefficient
public utilities, low quality of social

inistration, basic structural im-

13

services and unabating unem
ployment (Draft Budget 2000, P
VD

The present Administ
plans to use Budget 2000 to ta

these problems. But, lo succeed
we need to have a clear idea o
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INTRODUCTION

T

I
I

ne Nigeriar ecooolny

It is against this background

witnessed some anxious

of potential instability in the

moments during the

economy early.ih the fiscal Year
2000 that thamonetary and financial sector policies of the CBN
have to be examinedl. In the following analysis, an attemPtwillbe
made to appraise the abilitY of the
f
monetary

1999 fiscal year. Severe Pressures built-uP in the economy
mainly because of the exPansionary fiscal policy of the Federal
Government during the first five
months of the year. This was accompanied by high monetary expanson as the huge government
deficit was financed largelY bY the
CBN. This was exacerbated bY
the transfer of government sector deposits to the banks and the
resultant increase in theirfree reserves. However, as fiscal discipline was restored in the'second
half of 1999, the Pressures on the
exchange rate and domestic
prices moderated signifi cantlY'

However, the economY
faced renewed pressures and
some uncertaintY towards the
end of the y'ear as the CBN
gradually relaxed its tight monetary policy and the Budget 2000
was not considered earlY bY the
National AssemblY.

and inancial

programme

to stabilize the

economy and influence the efficiency of resources utilization
through the mobilization and
allocation of financial resources.
The paperis organised into seven
sections. Following this introduction which is Section 1, Section 2,
undertakes an evaluation of financial sector and general economic
conditions during fiscal 1999. The
highlights of the 2000 monetary
programme and other financial
sector policies are Provided in
Section 3, while Section 4 contains a brief appraisal'of the implementation of the 2000 monetary
programme upto MaY, 2000. The
major channels for imPlementing
the monetary and fi nancial sector
policies in the remaining Part of

DR M. O. OJO

2000 are discussed in Section 5.
Section 6 outline the trust of the

proposed Stand-By Arrangement (SBA) with the lnternational
Monetary Fund (lMF), while Sec-

tion 7 summarizes and concludes the paper.

2.

EVALUATION OF FINANCIAL

SECTORAND GENERAI.
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
DURING FISCAL 1999

2.1 Thrust of Economic and

The highlight of the 1999
economic programme of the
Federal Government was the
commencement in January of
Staff Monitored Programme
(SMP) with the IMF which was
aimed at domestic Price and exchange rate stdbilitY, as well as
encouraging Private sector-led
growth. The Programme Priori-

ties for the Year were the

,|

package, the two sets of
Athough the CBN's Monetary POlicy Circular No. 34 for Yeac 2000 was released much earlier than the fiscal
measures should be considered as a sirtgle economic policy package for the fiscal.year.
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achievement of a minimum of 3
per cent overall growth in the
non-oil Gross Domestic Product
(GDP), maintaining a single digit
inflation rate, as well as Promoting employment grow'th. These
targets were broadly in line with

the slance, of the

Federal
Governemnt Budget for fiscal
,r

ooo

gradual increase in the world price
of crude oil coupled wilh visible discipline in the fiscal operations of
the Federal Government in the second half of the Year helPed to mainmacroeconomic stability, not-

tain

withstanding the lifting of the direct
monetary PolicY instruments in the
latter part of the Year bY the Central Bank of Nlgerla. Further de-

velopments in sectoral

2.2 Review of

Sectoral
Economic Performance

Economic PolicY imPlemen-

tation went-off track during the
first five months of 1999 largelY
because of the unexpected large
fiscal deficit of the Federal Governmenr aristng from its determination to Prosecute successfullY
the political transition programmg
of the new military administration'

This and the raPid imPiementation of the PolicY transfer
public sector dePosit with tha
CBN to the banks resulted in ex-

cessive growth of domestic
liquidity and corresponding pressures in the economy The CBN
haC. once again, to resort to the

use of direct monetary Policy instrument, notablY, the mandatory
issuance of soecial treasury bills
(STBs) to banks and the requlrement that banks should Provide
200 Per cent treasury bills cover
for their foreign exchange demand at the Autonomous Foreign Exchange Market (AFEIvl)'
in addition to providing the initial
cash backing. lncrease in the
Minimum Rediscount Rate, cash

reserve ration and minimum liquidity ration were effected, but
were not adequate to stem the
growth of domestic liquiditY The

iv.

Pe

rfor-

mance during the Year are outllned
below:
i. Broad MoneY (Mr) a n d narrow lVloneY (M,) increased bY

31.4 Per cenl and199Per
cent, respectivelY, comPared
with t h e targets of 10 0 Per
cent and 4.1 Per cent and the
23.3 Per cent and 20 5Per cent
recorded in 1998.

ii. provisionaldata

showed that the

fiscal oPerations of the Federal
Government in 1999 resulted in
an overall budget deficit
amounting to 8.4 Per cent of
GDP comPared with the deficit
equivalent to 4 7 Per cent of
GDP in 19998. The bulk of the
deficit was incurred in the first
five months of the Year'
iii. The estimated growth in real
GDP was 2 7 Per cent in 1999
as against 2.4 Per cent in 1998'
Agricultural Production was
estimated to have increased bY
3.3 per cent compared with 3 1

per cent in the Previous

Year,

while the lndex of industrial Production fell bY 3 6 Per cent'
reflecting the lower Performance
of the mining sub-sector' Manufacturing caPacity utilization
edge uP slightlY from 34 9 Per
cent in 1998 to 36.0 Per cent in
1999.
17

The inflation rate assumed
a downward trend from June
until Decemberwhen the rate
was 6.6 Per cent compared
with 1 0.0 Per cent in 1998'
The reduced inflationary Pressures could be attributed to

the restoration of normal
supplY of Petroleum Products'

increased food suPPlY and
complementary f iscal and
monetarY Policies.

The

overall balance of

payments Position showed a
deficit of 3.1 Per cent of GDP
as against 7.8 Per cent of
GDP in 1998.
vi. lncrease demand Pressures
in the foreign exchange

market, due to the Persistence of domestic and exter-

inancial

imbalance,
induced signif icant dePreciation in exchange rates. How-

nal

f

ever, the Parallel Premium
which was 4.1 Per cent in
1998 declined to 3 0 Per cent

in 1 999

gross

external
TeseTve were estimated to be
US $5,450 miliion at the end
of December 1999, compared wlth US $7,'1000 million
at the end- December 1998'
At the level in December
1999, the gross reserve could
finance 7.6 montns of current
foreign exchange disbursements, compared with 9.2

vii. Nigerias

months in 1998.

viii. Under the

SM

May '1999, all
were missed.

P ending !n

benchmarks
ln contrast,
performance under the JulY -

April/June.2000
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999 programme
was sig nificantly bener as
most of the benchmarks
were met, including those on
December

1

3, HIGHLIGHTS OF THE
MONETARY PROGRAMME
AND OTHER FINANCIAL
SECTOR POLICIES IN THE
20OO FISCAL YEAR

gross offrcial reserves, domestic financing of the Federal
Government and the net do-

mestic assets of the CBN

)1

Overall Economic
Situation

Overall, economic performance was mixed in 1999. The

pressures in the domestic
economy, induced by excessive
government spending during the

first five months of the year
eased considerably owing to the
implementation of complemen-

tary fiscal and

monetary

policies. Also, mainly due to the
significant improvement jn agricultural production, the inflation
rate moderated persistenfly to a

single digit by endDecember
1999. But, industrial production
continued to be constrained by
infrastructural inadequacies.

The growth performance as
measured by the increase in the
GDP, though slightly better than
in 1998, remained inadequate to
address the mounting problem
of unemployment and poverty in

the country. The persisting
growth of domestic liquidity remained threat to the macroeconomic environment. The problems of over-dependence on
crude ojl exports, the dearth of
foreig n direct tnvestment inflow
and huge external debt burden
continued to increase the vulnerability of the economy to efrernal shocks. The 2000 Budget,

ward if monetary conditions improve so as to reduce transac_

The primary objective

of

mon-

etary policy in fiscal 2000 is the

3.1

i).

borrowing institutions, holding of
government debt instruments
and other eligibte first class

Policy Measures for
Short-Term Liquidity
Management

securities approved by the CBN.

Open Market Operations
The conduct of

OMO

re-

mains the major instrument of

the CBN will continue to encourage other financial institutions to
undertake the underwriting of the
primary issues of treasury bills.

lnterest Rate Policv

Interest rate policy will respond to changes in market conditjons and generally in conso-

iD

ments through its intervention
rates on various money market
assets such as the MRR, and the
stop rate at the weekly tender for

Treasury Bills.

ReserveRequirements

dress these problems.

per cent but will be reviewed down-

monetary

iv)

short-term liquidity management.
OMO will be conducted weekly in nance with the prevailing marke!
short-dated government securilies based technique of monetary
'
at the secondary market, while the managemeht. CBN will influence
discount houses will continue to act the levels and direction of
as principal dealers in the market, changes in interest rate move-

programme was designed to ad_

the

mum liquidity ratio applicabte to
both commercial and merchant
banks will remain at 40.0 per
cent, but will be reviewed downward as the problem of excess
liquidity abates.

sustenance of domestic price stability. The maintenance of ex- iii). Discount Window
ehange rate stability and generat
Operations
achievement of external balance
are considered critical for sustain_
Discount window operaing domestic price stabillty. The tions of the CBN will continue
to
grow,th in domestic liquidity will be support the
regular instruments
restrained to achieve the basic ob_ of short{erm
liquidity managejective of monetary policy. The ment.
Transactions at the CBN
moneta ry policy measures for window
will be conducted in the
2000 are functio na lly classified form of
short{erm, largely overbelow.
night loans, coljateralized by the

The cash reserve requirement applicable to only the. com_
mercial banks will remain at 12.0

particularly

tron costs to the banks. The minr-

18

As in the recent past, the
CBN will place emphasis on
creating a more com petitive
financial environment through
giving encouragement to the
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introduction of alternative savings instruments at comPetitive
can lnrates in which the Public
ln this regard, the Bank will

en1988 to imProve the financial
and
vironment for monetary PolicY
to
nt
me
encourage the govern

vest
investcontinue to encourage
bY
ment in treasurY securities
also
non-bank Public and will
pursue initiatives to strengthen
the community banks to attracl
savings and enhance credii
s
deliverY to m icro-ente rPrise '
These actions will tend to
reduce the Persisting widespread between bank dePosit
rates'
and maximum lendlng
v)

Abolition of Direct
Monetary lnstruments

The mandatorY

sa

le of

banks
Special TreasurY Bills to
Treasury
and the requirement on
exBill cover for banks foreign
were dischange demand which
in 1993
mantled bY the CBN late
2000
will not be reintroduced in

3.2

PolicY Measures for
Medium to Long-Term
LiquiditY Management

ln order to comPlemenl
addresscurrent efforts aimed at
liquiding the Problem of excess
itv in tne economy ano Promot(

are being worked out

Policy Measures on - the
credit Operations ot

source lts long-term financing

Banks

needs from the capital market

3.3

ImProvement of the
Financial Environment

As in the Past' onlY banks
crlteria
vrhrcn meet the speci{ied
credit
will be allowed to grant new

As in the recent Past the

inCBN will Promote a vibrant
end' comter-bank market To this
are
mercial banks' liabilities that
requlresubiected to cash resei've

ment wlll exclude the banks

(net) in
collateralised placements
the inter-bank market including
the
the discount houses Also
ftnancial secCBN will sanitize the
tor to eliminate the remalnlng
pockets of fina ncial dlstress'

3.4 Policy Measures to
Promote

Structural

Changes in the Financial
Sector

A number of

structu ra I
chanqes have in the recent Pasi
lo
been Promoted bY the CBN
of the secrmprove the efficiencY
tcr. Tnese include the introoucticn

oi
of discount houses, fine-tuning

abofacilities in 2000 While the
sectoral allocation of

lition of
specicreciit and adherence to
fied orace Period on agricultural
,oanl will remain 'n 2OOO, banks
sPirit
are enjoined to abide bY the
guidethat led initiallY to those
lines.

There is an amendment to
the Agricultural Credit Guarantee Scheme (ACGS) The
Scheme's capital base is raised
from N 10O million to N1 0 billion
to enhance effective management of the exPanded Scheme'
The loan limit under the Scheme
is also raised from N5,000 to
loans'
N2O,0O0 for unsecured
000
and from N100,000 to N500
for secured loans Io individuals
to
as well as f rom N i 0 mrllion
borN5.0 million for corporate
ii
rowers. A refinancing scheme
for the
to be established to cater

banks
the functions of merchant
scale
needs of medium and large
merchant
and the conversion of
to commercial banks' among borrowers.
the
,n"reased financial savings
others. ln continued Pursuit of
Fedconso- 3.6. lncrease in the Minimum
CBN will explore with the
those obiectives and in
Paid-uP CaPital
to isthe CBN
eral Government the need
nance with global trends'
Requirement of Banks
Certifithat
sue the National Savings
will allow merchant banks
While the minimum Paid-uP
term seto
cate, a medium-to-long
meet the necessary conditions
banks' capital requirement for existing
curitv of 3-5 Years maturilY
convert to commercial
mil1998'
a clear banks will remain at N500
taken
has
Bank
which was aPProved in
the
Also,
the miniwork with
of universal lion (introduced in 1990,
SimilarlY, the bank will
oo.'iion on the issue
with a
mum Paid-uP caPital requirement
in
the Federal Government
banking. lt has approved Prrnbanks has been raised
view to resuming the floatation
tnl introduction of universal for new
rel- to 1.0 billion with effect from
"ior"
of Federal government DeveloPianXing in Nigeria and the
in
January 1, 2000
ment Loan Stocks susPended
evant guideline for its operations
19
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4

APPRAISAL OF
MONETARY AND
FINANCIAL
OPERATIONS,
JANUARY - MAY

4.2
2OOO

Economic activities have
been largely subdued since the
beginning of the fiscal year
mainly because of the delay in
actualizing the Budget for 2000.

4.1 Policy

Changes

Following the release of
the CBN's lvlonetary, Credit,
Foreign Trade and Exchange
Policy Guidelines for 2000 Fiscal Year (lvlonetary policy Circular No. 34), two amendments
have been announced. On April
11, 2000, the CBN's Minimum
Rediscount rate (tVlRR) was reduced from 18.0 per cent to 17.0

Macroeconomic
Developments

Owing to the delay in the
passing of the 2000 Appropriate
Blll by the Natronal Assembly,
Federal Government fiscal operations were ionducted in a
cautious manner during the first
four months of the year. Dunng
the period, Federal Government
retained revenue amounted to
N286.8 billion which was 122.1
per cent above the provisional
budget estimate. Total expenditure stood at N122.0 billion, indicatrng a decline of 28.4 per cent
below the budget estimate. The
fiscal operations of the Federal
Government therefore resulted in
an estimated surplus of N.164.g
billion Between January and April
2000.

per cent. lt would be recalled
that the IvIRR had been reduced
Monetary operations re_
from 20.0 per cent to 1g.0 per
sulted in lower monelary expancent in November 1 999. The resion. Provision data showed that
duction in the MRR was reflecM2 increase by 3.2 per cent at the
tion of the persistent easing of
end of May, while M1 increased
economic and market condiby 7 .7 pet cent. The growth in
tions characterised by declining
M1 and hence M2 was due to the
inflation rate and the increased
significant growth in foreign as_
inflow of funds into the banking
sets (net) of the banking system.
system. On April 26, 2000, the
Although most interest rates insecond amendment was ancreased during the period, they
nounced, involving a reduction
remained positive in real terms
in the cash ration for commeras the inflation rate moderated
cjal banks from 12.0 to 11.50 per
downwards. ln spite of the incent and the minimum liquidity
creased demand for foreign exration for commercial and ,merchange ty banks, transactions in
chant banks from 40.0 to 35.0
CBN's OMO were boosted sugper cent. The action ofthe CBN
gesting the sustained competiwas in line with the continuing
tiveness of the instrument as an
positive developments in the
investment outlet. Average yield
economy and the need to endeclined from 17 .O per cent in
hance activities in the financial
'1999 to 16.2 per
cent between
markets.
January and May. But average
20

bids and sales stood at N40.1
billion and N30.2 billion, com_
pared with N 15.2 billjon and
N14.0 biltion in 1999.

ln the real sector, output
growth was sluggish although
the oil sector output recorded a
significant growth. The most
notable development was the
fall in the inflation rate from 6.6
per cent at the end of 1 999 to
an estimated 2.7 per cent at the
end of May 2000.
ln the external sectot the
positive developments in the oil

sector boosted the external
payments position. The aver_
age oil price stood at US$27.53
per barrel by the end of May,
compared with US$.18.0 in De_

cember 1999. The nation,s
stock of external reserves stood
at US$6,759.7 mijlion at the end

of May

compared with
US$5,450.0 mitlion in December 1999. As a result of the in_
creased pressures in the for_
eig n exchange market, exchange rates in all the seg_
ments of the market depreci_
ated slightly relative to the level
in December 1999.

4.3

Outlook for the Rest of

2000
It is expected that as the
Budget for 20OO becomes operational, government activities
will pick up significanfly. How_
ever, fiscal policy is likely to re_

main prudent as long as the
projected deticit of 2.5 per cent
of GDP is not exceeded.

It should be observed,
however, that the monetization
(spending) of oil receipts is in

vo ume 24 NO
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itself expansionarY as it Puts
preisure on domestic liquiditY,
external resources, exchange
rates and domestic Prices in the
short-run. The increase in the
minimum wage and PumP Price
of will also induce inflationary
pressures in the rest in the rest
of the year. ln the circumstances,
monetary PolicY will be tightened
up appropriatelY.
MAJOR CHANNELS FOR
THE IMPLEMENTATION
OF MONETARY AND

FINACIAL SECTOR
THE
POLICIES I
SECOND HALF OF 2OOO

N

For the rest of 2000, a suc-

cessful imPlementation of the
monetary Programme will depend on what the CBN does in
its key areas of monetary oPera-

tions, as well as developments
in the rest of the economy The
main issues are discussed below.

5.1

hang in the banking sYstem. This
devetopment was also a reflection of the increasing Popularity
of the Treasury Bill TheCBNwill
pursue efficient application of the
instrument in the rest of 2000'
However, OMO is an instrument for day-to-daY management
of domestic liquiditY and maY not

succeed in addressing the Problem of an entrenched excess liquidity in the sYstem. Herice, the
CBN has made ProPosals,
adopted bY the federal government in the last three Years, for
the introduction of medium to
long-term instruments to be used
not only to reduce the excess liquidity in the economY but to mobilize savings for domestic investments. The instruments already
proposed bY the CBN are the National Savings Certificates and
the resuscitation of the Federal
Government DeveloPment
Stocks. These would a lso
enhance activities in the Capital

[/arket. Similar instruments'
OPen Market OPerations

There are three asPects of
OMO that are vital for its effectiveness. The first is that the
rates on OMO securities should
be competitive relative to rates
on other instruments in the sector. As a result of the increased
dynamism of CBN's interest rate
management in the past one
year, which saw their treasury bill

issue rate rise to record levels
before the slight downward adjustment late in 1999, activities
in the OMO market increased
tremendously and helPed to suP
port actions to address the Problem of the huge liquiditY over-

other than government securities,
could be introduced in the future'

The CBN is hoPeffl that such
instrument will be introduced as
economic activities Picks uP'
The third asPect of the OMO
instrument is the need to have an

optimal regime of reserve requirements and discount window
operations. Both the cash reserve
requirement (CRR) and minimum
tiquidity ratio (MLR) are currently
on the high side in sPite of the
recent reduction in these ratlo'
The CBN will adjust the ratios further downward when the monetary conditions are aPProPriate'
When this haPPens, banks trans21

action costs would decline and
should enhance credit oPerations for productive activities. ln
the same vein, changes in the

Minimum Rediscount Rate
(MRR) and volume of discount
window oPerations will aPProPriately comPlement other shortterm policy insti'uments to signalthe direction of interest rate
changes and helP to forestallthe
emergence of excess liquiditY
situations. However' if reductions in the CRR, MLR and MRR

are effected in an inaPProPriate
financial environment, there will
be sustained inci'ease in the
money suPPlY which Put more
pressure on external reserves
and the foreign exchange market, dePreciate the naira exchange rate and ultimately result in higher domestic Prices
This explains the cautious aPproach of the CBN to this issue.

5.2

INTEREST RATE
MANAGEMENT

lnterest rates are central to
the conduct of monetary Policy'
Any instrument that is aPPlied bY
the Central bank subsumes a
particular interest rate for its success. As indicated earlier, the

CBN has in the last one Year
employed the interest rate management as an active instrument
of liquidity management and resources mobilization and allocation. ln this regard, the Bank has
made the MRR the nominal an-

chor for its interest rate Policy
by evolving an MRR, which is
related to dePosit and lending
rates through the control of the
supply of and demand for bank

ApnUJune 2000

Vo ume

reserves in its OMO, so as to
establish a 0esirable spread between the I\,4 RR and the market
rate of interest (inter-bank rate).
However, the Nigeria financial
markets are still not sophisticated and sufficiently competi-

tive to elicit the

correct

responses promptly. Hence the

CBN has become

more
pragmatic in its interest rate
management, while creating the

appropriate environment for a
more responsive interest rate
policy which will transmit the
correct s ig nals from CBN's
actions to market rates.
The impression created in

certain quarters is that the
interest element is perhaps the
dominanl and over-riding cost
factor in the production process,
hence the call for drastic administrative reduction in lending

rates. There

is,

however,
evidence rhal interest cost is
insignif icant when compared
with the high cost of imported
inputs and structural deficiencies in the production process
which need to be tackled to improve capacity utilization. Besides, studies have shown that
real interest rates. reduced below market equilibrium levels,
will only increase the demand
for investment but will decrease
actual tnvestment, since at low
interest rates it is difflcult to gen-

erate sufficient savings to finance investments and growth.

Thus, while the rnonetary authority is equally desirous of the
need for lending rates to decline
1o stimulate productive activities
and facilities the resumption of
growth, it is clear that resolving

the root problems in the financial
sector can only be effectively addressed through a gradual approach. lndeed, the CBN has
Jately intensified the use of moral
suasion, which has led to the
commitment of banks to support
the small-scale industries in the
economy. lt is also making efforts
towards reviving the community
banks as
viable instrument
for funding rural and community
enterprises.

I

dustry, including the commercial,
merchant and community banks,

finance houses and indeed the
development finance institutions.

The CBN has also set in
motion a strategy to induce appropriate structural changes in

through its immediate environment, the financial sector, there
is no gain saying that the sector

the financial sector, such as approvals for the conversion of
merchant to commercial banks,
as vr)ell as the proposed introduction of universal banking in the
counlry. Another welcome development that will improve the financial environment is the increase in the CBN's surveillance
activities which has resulted in
the prompt imposition of penalties on erring operators. This
trend will be sustained in the rest
of 2000.

must be sound and stable. ln this
regard, remarkable achievements

5.4

a

5.3 lmproving the Financial
Sector Environment

Since monetary policy is
transmitted to the economy

Consistency of Economic
Policies

were made in the last one-year
to improve the financial sector
environment in Nigeria. The per-

Needless to say that other

sistent destabilising factor in large

economic policies should

fiscal deficjts financed mainly by
the CBN has been curbed since
the second half of 1999. The prospects of sustaining this trend appear good as the relationship

complement the current monetary and financial programme.
Less burden will be placed on
monetary policy if other economic policy measures are directed at achieving short{erm
goals of macroeconomic stability and medium to long-term
goals of improved economic
groMh, external sector competitiveness and poverty alleviation.

between the Bank and the
government in that regard has be-

come more friendly. With this
development, the use of
destabilising direct instruments
for monetary management will be
unnecessary. Those instruments
that were introduced last year fol-

lowing the surfeit of fiscally induced liquidity expansion were finally dismantled late in 1999.
Similarly, the problem of distress
in financial sector has been
substatially addressed. In the outstanding issues in the banking in22

.i....;r-
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As these issues are the subjects
for presentations by other facilitators, the only aspect discussed

below relates to the thrusts of
such sectoral policy measures:

(i). Real sector

po

licy

measures should bedesigned to reduce the bot enecks in the production

2
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e

the
enabling environment to ehhance adequate suPPlY
response to policy actions
f\ileasures are also needed
to imProve the utilization of

system and

Pro vi d

installed industrial caPacity'
External sector PolicY measures should be, made to
enhance our external comto
petitiveness

(ii)

so as

increase foreign exchange
earnings. This can b e
achieved through greater
regional integration in the

ECOWAS REGION'
greater efforts at export
diversification and Promotlng an increase in caPital
inflow, especiallY through
increased foreign direct
investment.
(iii)

Fiscal oPerations of the
various tiers of government
shoold be rationalized and
strengthened through noninflationary financing of

deficits, enhancing the
revenue efforts of the state
and local governments and
particularlY bY strengthening the Personal income
tax administration.
(iv)

is need

to
and
strengthen data suPPlY
dissemination to enhance
economic
efficiency

There

in

management. There is
urgent nee d to enhance
the capacity of keY PlaYers
in data generation and dissemination, such as the
Federal Office of Statistics,
National PoPulation ComStatistical
ission

and

to support increase in domestic
credit the bulk of which will be
extended to the Private sector'

Departments of government m inistries and
parastatals.

Also. as already indicated in the
CBN's monetary Programme, the
regutatory and supervisory services will be strengthened, while
the stability of the foreign exchange market will be Pursued'

6. THE PROPOSED STANDBY
ARRANGEMENT (SBA) WITH

THE INTERNATIONAL
MONETARY FUND
It is necessary to mention

th'-e

SUMMARY AND
CONCLUSION

7

current negotiations between
Nigeria and the IMF as the
agreed Programme of economic

This PaPer has reviewed

policy will affect the monetary and

the monetary and financlal Sector policies of the CBN during the
2000 fiscal Year. lt also dis-

other economic PolicY measures
in the 2000 fiscal Year. To Nigebe
ria, the Proposed SBA should
examined from both the historical perspective and the neces-

sary conditions for sustainable
economic growth to resume' For
nearlY one decade, the countrY
has not had anY formal relationship with the multilateral institutions, especially the IMF Such
formal relationship is a condition
for reducing some of our economic difficulties especially the
huge external debt overhangs
and inability to attract appropriate volume of forelgn capital inthis
flow. The ProPosed SBA is, in

regard, a welcome develoPment
from which the countrY should
maximize its net benefit in the
interest of the economY This will
also enhance international confidence in the economY The economic reform Programme under
the SBA is broadlY in line with the
main thrust of the Federal Government Budget for fiscal 2000
aland the monetary Programme
The
ready released bY the CBN
monetary Programme under the
SBA will attempt to reduce the
groMh of IiquiditY, but will ensure
thal real interest rates will decline

cussed the issues and Problems
of implementation of the policies'
As in the Past, the CBN's monetary and financial sector policies
were designed to manage short-

term and medium to long-term
changes in liquiditY' imProve the
financial sector, streamline the
credit operations of the banks
and strengthen their caPltal
base. The macroeconomic environment remained stable in the
flrstJive months of 2000 As"Public sector activities increase in the
second half, domestic Pressures
will incr6ase necessitating tighlfolening of monetary PolicY The
lowing are the concluding observations of the PaPer:
(l)

ln order

to

create the

conducive environment
for open market oPerations, there is a need for
the introduction of medium to long- term securities to eliminate t h e
persisting Probiem of

excess liquiditY in the
economy. Also,there
should be an optlmal

23
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regime of reserve requireinterest ratepolicy
ments and minimum rediscount rate. As monetary (iii) The CBN would pursue the
conditions jmprove, both
important goal of making
the CRR and MLR woutd
the financial sector sound
be reviewed downward to
andstable
effective

reduce the tra nsaction
costs to banks;

(il)

The CBN would continue
to be proactive and pragmatic in its interest r a t e
management by, among
other things, creating the
appropriate en v i ronment
f or a more responsive

for

transmission o f its monetary policy. CBN's financing of government fiscal
deficit should be curtailed
which will make the use of

direct monetary control

in-

struments unnecessary.
The elimination of distress
in the financial sector and

substance of appropriate

24

structural changes in the financial sector are furthe
steps of promoting financial
sector stability; and

(iv). Other economic policies
should complement the
monetary and financial
programme, especially in
the areas of maintaining
nlacroeconomic stability,
improved economic

groMh, external sector
competitiveness a n d
poverty alleviation
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billion comprising its share of
Federation Account of N457.0
billion, independent revenue of
N50 billion, privatisation proceeds of N20.0 billion and share

of VAT of N9.8 billion. Other
components of the reta!ned revenue of FederalGovernment include Education Tax of N5.5 billion and Customs Levies of N6.1
billion.

increasing expenditure on consumption may reduce productive
capacity of the economY. The
Budget provided the sum of
N341,526.5 million or 52.3 Per
cent of total exPenditure for recurrent spending. SeventY Per
cent of this amount is on noninterest payment compared with
92 per cent in 1999. CaPital expenditure on the other hand
would constitute 47 .6 per cent of
total expenditure compared
39.0 per cent in 1999 and 60.5
per cent in 1998 (Figure 1). lt is
important to note that a significant portion of this amount will
be on acquisitioh of asset, which
constitutes 62per cent of investment expenditure. S
per cent of total capital expenditure or N139,2Q9.6 million.will
be spent in the Economic Sector while N35,613.4 million or
11.4 per cent is allocated to road
development. lf faithfully implemented these allocations in
growth inducting sector of the
economy will contribute significantly to growth in domestic output.

ernment share of ecological fund
and N0.6 billion drawdown on toll
gate account. These adjustments
will bring the overall budget deficit to N96.5 billion representing
about 2.5 per cent of GDP. The
deficit is to be financed using a
combination of borrowing from the
domestic financial markets and
borrowing abroad particularly, the
multilateral institutions.

3,4 FederalGovernment
Expenditure
The total expenditure of the
Federal Government for the year

PART III

4

0

Analysis of Federal
Government Budget

2000 has been projected at
N653, 1 35.5 million, representing

an increase of N303,331.8 over
the 1999 estimates. As a percentage of GDP, government expenditure will be 16.7 per cent
in the preceding year. The higher
level of expenditure reflects increase in personnel cost the
implementation of poverty alleviation programme and the substantial allocations to the revamping of infrastructural facilities. The expenditure comprises
recurrent of N341, 526.5 million
of which N100,000.00 million is
for domestic debt service, and
capital expenditure of N31,608.8
million (Table 2).

4.1

Revenue Estimates

The budget projected oil
receipts at N1,340,000 million
which is 79.5 per cent of totalfederally collected revenue compared
to N759,000 million or 76.1 per
cent of total in 1999. Estimated
collections from oil sector was
60.6 per cent in 1998 The revenue estimate shows clearly that
the country has not succeeded in
breaking the economy's direct dependence on crude oilexports,as
economic diversification over the

4.3 Measuring

years lras been minimal. This

Deficit

makes the budget extremely vulnerable to international price of.

Cash based measures of
the budget deficit can be quite

crude oi!.

3.5

Overall Balance

misleading since govern,ment lndirectly resorts to the use of arrears to cope with difficulties. ln
the Federation Account there are
arrears on JVC cash calts and
externaldebt service, which has
accumulated over the years.

4.2 Composition
With a projected expendire of N653.1 billion and refiscal opergtions of go{/emment
will r€sult in a deficit of N104.7
However; expenditure will

reduced by N4.0'billion ad-

jystment on deferred custom
duty, N3.6 billion Federal Gov-

of-Federal
nt
Expe.nditure
Governme

'r
The contribution of public expenditure to growth and standard
of livirtg depends on its composition; Expenditure on basic infrastructure in trdnsport, power and
other essential govemment services enhance growth, whereas
34

the Budget

.

This means that fiscaldeficit has
been consistently underctated.
Similarly, personhel costfor FederalGovernment staff

at N129 billion in the budget may

have been underestimated

the road to fiscal discipline in order to avoid severe macroeco-

tions.

nomic consequences. Firstly, persistent budget deficit may not be
compatible with the maintenance
of low inflation. Secondly, the budget is extremely vulnerable to international interest rates and
prices crude oi!. Hence, expected

4.4

surplus from crude oil prices in
excess of $20 per barrel can vanish if oi! prices decline. Thirdly, if

given the new minimum wage
approved recently. tf the approve.d salaries and wages were
not adequately provided for in
the Federal Budget, government
fiscaldeficit may exceed projec-

Financing the budget
deficit

ln spite of the expected
drawdown on foreign loans to finance the deficit, it is important
for government to persevere on

the deficit is debt financed, the cost
of domestic debt service, which is
now market driven, willcontinue to

pressure on the budget. This
though non- inflationary can also
crowd out private investment.

,35

5.0 Concluding Remarks
lf price of oil in the i
market continue to rise
budget expectations and
diture does not rise in tandem,
nance is likely to constrain
achievement of most of the
jectives of the budget. However,
there is need to strengthen
ministrative capacity so that
get policies can be mgnitored

Real sector policy measure
should also be faithfully
mented to remove the
necks in the production
and to provide the enabling
ronment to ensure adequate

lly

response to policy

${
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TABLE

1

FEDERATION ACCOUNT OPERATIONS (BUOGET ESTIMATESI 1998.2000

(N'MILLION)
1998
(1)

SOURCES

OIL REVENUE
Governmenl Crude
Pelroleum Profil Tax
Rent, Royalty
Domeslic Crude
Upstaeam Gas Sales
Esimated Excess Crude Receipts Jan.-June,200
Other Oil Revenue
NON.OIL REVENUE
Companies Income Tax
Cuslom & Excise Dulies
Federal Govt. lndep. Rev. 1/

257.000 0

00

2000
(3)

% CHANGE BETWEEN
(2)& (3)
(1) &

759.600 0

1,340,400 0
718,360.0
242,550.0
138,690.0

76.5

60.6

76.1

79 5

64'4

0.0
50.9
0.0
9.7

43

42 6

437.000

41,000.0

0
140,700 0
85,000 0
93 300 0

00

3 600.0

00

00

167,000 0
2 5,000.0
50,000.0
12,000.0
40.000.0
0.0

238 800 0
30 500.0
76.000 0

216.000.0

.

0.0

14 000.0

0.0

52,200 0
8.300 0
5.000 0

Cuslonis Levies

00

0.0

Edur,ation Tax

0.0

0.0
0.0
52.800 0

Value
PSTF

-

Added Tax. ryAT)

Privlzation Proceeds

00

Defefied Cusloms Duly
Taxes

on

mported Pelrolelrm Products

30.000 0

104,3 00.0

40,000.0
7 4,800.0
21 ,300.0

(3)
421 6
'
12.5
154.4
-

345.600.0
65,000 0
100,000.0
50,000.0
65,000.0
0.0
20,000.0
6.100.0
5.500.0
4,000.0
30,000 0

106 S
160 0
66.7
316.7
62.5

0.0

424 000.0

998.400

0

1 686.000 0

291 .6

ALLOCATIONS:
.lolnl Venlure Cash Calls
(ll) IJNPC Priority Projects
(lll) Nalional Priority Projects
(lV) Enernal Debt Service Charges
(V) Transfer to Petroleum lrust Fund
(Vl) Transfer lo Federation Account
(Vll) Transfer 1o VAT Pool Account
(Vlll) Transfer for 13% Derivalion.
(lX) Transfer to other Accounts

424 aA1 0
55 000 0

998,400.0

372.7

00

23,700.0

1,686,000 0
260,000.0
30,000 0

54,000 0
44 000 0
30.000 0
189 000 0
40 000 0
0.0
12,000.0

0.0

00

137.600.0
8,300.0
566.800.0
52.200.0
0.0
27 .200.0

150.000.0
0.0
952,3 00.0
65,000.0
117,100.0
111,600.0

566.800.0
274,900.0
136,100.0

952,300.0
457,015.5
226,152.0
188,160.0

182,600.0

OISTRIBUTION OF REVENUE

(l) Federalion Account Alloc€tions
(i) Federal Government
(ii) State Government
(iii) Local Govemments
(iv) Special Funds
(v) National Judicial Council

(ll) Value Added Tax, Allocations
(i) Federal Govemment
(ii) State Government
(iii) Local Govemmenls

189.000.0
92,000.0

45,000.0
37.000.0
15,000.0

0.0
40,000.0
10,000 0
18,000.0
12,000.0

113,400.0

42,500.0
0.0

7A,6'i 2.5

52.200.0
7,800.0
26,100.0

65.000.0
9.750.0
32,500.0

13,300.0

22,7 50.0

1/ Comprjses sources of revenue within the jurisdiction of FIRS and transfer of OBll surplus
of the preceding yea( and loans rccovered from state govemmenls

Sources: Federal Govt. Budget Estjmates, 1998,

'1999 and 2000

72.7

632
11 8

1011.1

00
00
00

8
14.1

9.3
0.4

0.0

00

2000

14
8
6
2
4
1

2
2

4
4
3

205

39.4
5.9

239

31.6

142

7.6

2.8

14

59
30

9.4
0.0

5.2

3.9

08

0.0

0.0

0.5

1.2

0.0

0.4

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

2

7.1

5.3

18

689

100 0

100 0

100 0

68.9

100 0
13.0
0.0

100.0
18.3

100.0
15.4

12_7

0.0

0.0
8.9

245
100.0
300.0

-13

424
26.6

-100

1998

113.1

44.7

-

TOT L T:EOERALLY COLLECTEO REVENUE

(l)

% SHARE OF TOTAL
1999

1999
t2)

0

3.9

0.3
0.2

1.8

240.9

9.0

10.4

13 8

,100.0

-100.0
68.0

1.1

0.8

0.0

56.8

56.5

245

44.6
9.4
0.0

6.9

830.0

310.3

2.8

5.2
0.0
2.7

297.0

680

56.5

66.2
66.2
66.2
66.3

44.6
21.7
10.6
8.7
3.5

56.8

142.0
70.5
58.9
21.1

13.6

13.4

11.4

11.2

4.3

4.2

9.4
2.4

5 .2
0 .8
2 6

3.9
0.6

403.9
62.5

6.6

10,000.0

41
0.9

32
25

25.0
24.5
24.3

4.2
2.8

1

.8

1.9
1.3

F

TABLE 2
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT FTSCAL OPERATTONS (BUDGET EST|ilATES) 1998.2000
(N',MILLTON)

1

2

3.
4.

FEDERAL RETAINED REVENUE
(i) Share of Federation Account
(ii) Share of Value-Added Tax
(iii) lndependent Revenue of the Federal Government
(iv) Privatization Proceeds
(v) Others 1/

TOTAL EXPENDITURE
Recurrent Expenditure
Personnel Cost
Overhead Cost
Pensions, Gratuities & CRF Charges
Domestic Debt Service (interest)
Capital Expenditure & Net Lending
Land & Buildings
Acquisition of Physical Assets
Stocks
Research & Development
Road Development
Capilal Transfers:
Payment to Local Contractors
Payment of Debts on Nat. Priority Proiects
Others
Net Lending

OVERALL BALANCE
FINANCING
Drawing - Down on Foreign Loans
Domestic Financing
Banking System
Central Bank of Nigeria
Other Banks
Non Bank Public
Other Funds 2/

1/ lncludes PSTF Revenue, Special Allocation and AFEM Surplus Account Fund
2/ lncludes Draw done on Reserves and previous Cash balances
Sources: Federal Govt. Budget Estimate, 1998, 1999 and 2000
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1999

2000

344,209.0
92,000.0

301,700.0
274,900.00
7,800.0

0.0
230,209.0

5,000.00

556,565.5
457,015.5
9,750.0
50,000.0
20,000.0

0.00

19,800.0

352,209.0
139,000.0

349,803.5
212.819.3

653,135.3
341,526.5

56,000.0

110,059.90

129,245.0

61 ,000.0

61,269.00
25,190.40

10,000.0
12,000.0

22,000.0
213,209.0
n.a
'143,209.0
n.a
n.a
n.a

14,000.00

16,300.00
136,984.2
15,815.80

88,265.50
3,128.0
720.40
13,682.s0

71,354.4
40,923. 1
100,000.0
311,608.8
18,306.1
193,257.9

70,000.0
3,000.0
0.0
67,000.0

0.00

79.9
826.9
35,613.4
63,/1t 4.6
4,722.4
20,000.0

10,776.70

u,742.2

n.a

3,595.50

0.0

-8,000.0

-48,103.50

-96,569.8

8,000.0
0.0
8,000.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8,000.0

48,103 5
00
48, 'l 03 5
00
0.0

96,569.8
96,569.8

11,776.7
1,000.00

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

48,103.5

0.0

@
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EXTERNAL SECTOR PERFORMANCE AND THE EXTERNAL
SECTOR POLICY MEASURES IN THE YEAR 2OOO
FEDERAL BUDGET

.

BY

PROF. MIKE I. OBADAN
DIRECTOR GENERAL, NCEMA

INTRODUCTION

as the balance of pay.ment, while
data for others are available, at

paper brieflY reviews
the performance of the
external sector in the first
halfof year 2000 and then goes
on to appraise the external sector policy measures in the Federal Budget for the Year. To this
end, the following Policies and
measures are examined in suc-

best, up to April.

T

his.

cession:.
o

Full Trade Liberalisation
Versus G u id ed
Liberalisation;

i

Patronage

o

f

M ao8- in-

The most significant development was the sharp rise of the
average crude oil price to a Peak
of $28.06 per barrel as atfebruary compared to $1 1.4for the Period, January - March, 1999 (see
The increase in oil price
was significantly reflected in gross
foreign exchange inflow which
summed up to $3,755.8 million
from January to March comPared
to $1,662.7 million for JanuarY March 1999. The receiPts from
Table

1).1.

crude oil.

Nigeria Goods;
o
0
O

FULL TRADE
LIBERALISATION VERSUS
GUIDED LIBERALISATION

Tariff Measures;
Export Policy; and

External Debt

and

For quite sometimes
New

Loans

OVERVIEW OF EXTERNAL
SECTOR PERFORMANCE IN
THE FIRST HALF OF 2OOO
A comprehensive aPPraisal
of external sector Performance
in the first half of this Year is not
possible because of unavailability of data for some items such

now,
Nigeria's trade policy.has been
conducted within the framework
of liberalization and the World
Trade Organisation (WTO) rules.
This, perhaps, takes cognisance
of the arguments of the advocates
of unlimited free-reign of market
forces and liberalisation to the effect that globalization and
liberalisation provide several benefits and oPPortunities. But then,
the wholesale adoPtiori of WTO

PROF. MIKE I. OBADAN

rules has tended to Pose a serious threat to the industrialization
process in the countrY, according to the Manufacturers'Association of Nigeria (M A.N) 6' d)

The f ull-throttlel
liberalisation of trade has given
rise to massive lnflows of .all
manners of' finished Products
from industrialized countries of
'the West and Asia, including
second-hand and used Products
(textiles, footwear, automobiles
and motor-cYcles, fridges and

airconditioners); substandard
and fake products (e.9. Pharma-

ceuticals, cosmetics and toiletries, electrical materials, and
foods). The situation is not
helped by ramPant dumPing'
smuggling and under-invoicing
through which the various Products are brought into the
country and necessarY duties

evaded. Some of the other
goods (apParentlY) dumPed into

per day, eflective lrom
reflected the increase in Nigeria's oil produclion quole by 148,000 banels
The observalion drop in the price of crude oil lo $23.05 n April
and reduce Fices
supply
aggregate
increase
tn
their
attempt
lo
countries
member
quolas
of
OPEC
prodgction
Aoril. 2000. This was in line with the increases in the
implementation.
year
budget
2000
the
price drop continues, it will definitely impacl negative 0n
lrom follor',ing:iressures from Western consuming natior' fl the

39

i

N

o
N

o
E
l

Table 1:Major External Sector lndicators
I 999

ITEMS

APR-JUN

JAN

na
na

398,385.2
440,154.4
4,778.0
5.2
2,1 06.5
2,829.1
1.765
15.6
1,395.5
93.3
99.7
99.7

na
na

5,787.0
8.8
1,107.8
773.2
1.73
25.56
919.7
98.5
103.7
103.6

6,503.0

Exports (+t m;

lmports (+* m;
External Reserves (g m)
No. of Months of lmport Cover
lnflow of Foreign Exchange (g m)
Outflow of Foreign Exchange ($ m)
Crude Oil Export (mbd)
Average Export Price (g)Receipts frcm Crude OilExports (g m)
AFEM/FEM Exchange Rate (tt/ g)
Bureaux de Change Rate (*f /$)
Parallel Market (i$/ g)

o
o
o
N
oi
c
f

o

2000
FEB

JAN.MAR

Note

Spot Price of Bonny Light

Sourbe

Central Bank of Nigeria

5,609.0
6.1

1,662.7
2,874_3

1,738
11.4

1,064.6
86.3
93.8
93.7

MAR

APR

TOTAL

na

na

na

na
6,626.0
7.7
1 ,1 88.8

na
na
na
na
na
na

na
na

9.7
1,459.2
790.5
1

.71

28.06
1,293.4
99.6
105.3
'to5.2

1,341.1

1.69
27.97
1,027.2
100.6
105.8
105.7

1.71

23.05
na

99.9
105.4
105.4

0.0
0.0
3,755.8
2,904,8
0.0
0.0
3,240.3
99.7
105.0
105.0

o
\f
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the Nigerian market include
electrical aPPliances, candles,
matches, Rro batteries, drinks
and electronics.

Thus, the

trade
tiberalisation policY has had a
devastating effect on local Production and employment, and

discouraging further investment. Both the M.A.N and the
N igeria n Labour Congress
(NLC) have drawn attention to
a number of industries and firms
that have gone under as a re-

sult of unfettered

trade

liberalisation. The NLC President was reported in March to
have hinted at the Seventh delegates' Conference of the National Union of 500,000 in recent

times. This may have been a
little bit stretched But, it certainly draws attention to the
concerns.
One fact that PolicY makers has

failed to recognise is that some
developing countries (Nigeria
included) as at now, are not

equipped to ParticiPate Profitably in the international comPetition of the global economY. The
high level of trade liberalization
is to prepare local industries for
effective and profitable participation in the globalization and
liberalisation Process The government should invest heavilY in

rastructural support services
to enable industries Produce at
lower costs and enhance the
competitiveness of their Products at home and in the global
inf

market Place.
It is, PerhaPs, in view of the
above limitations of unfettered
liberalisation that some of the

fiscal measures in the Year 2000
became very significant One of
these is the directive to government ministries and dePartments
to patronise Made-in- Nigeria
goods. Another is downward reviewof tariffs generally in favour
of imported raw materials.
PATRONAGE OF MADE.IN
NIGERIA GOODS POLICY

Last May, the President of
the Federal Republic of Nigeria
directed that from henceforth and
as a matter of PolicY, Made- inNigeria goods would constitute
the flrst line of choice in government patronage. To this, end, all
tvlinistries. Extra-Ministeriai Departments, Agencies and Government-owned comPanies were
drrected to buy Made-in -Nigeria
goods. These goods include textiles and footwear, building and
construction materials, furniture'
office equipment and electronics,
stationery, toiletries, food, alcohol, and beverages, etc. Where
imported goods must be bought
because Made-in-Nigeria goods
are either in short suPPlY or nonexistent, the Prior aPProval of the
Secretary to the Government of
the Federation has to be obtained. The background to this
policy is the need to revive and
grow the cou ntry's comatose
economy and achieve the goal of

sustained increase in caPacitY
utilisation and Production of
goods and services bY lbcal industries, as well as imProve
employed and rising standard of
living for the Nigerian PeoPle.
This is a very significant and desirable policy directive in view of

the pervasive and continued
41

threat to local industries, employ-

ment, income generation and
development of technical skills
by unfettered liberalisation of im-

ports that are

aPParentlY
dumped on the Nigerian market.
It is, however, hoped that monitoring mechanisms with Orientation agency should mount a
systematic campaign to develoP
the national consciousness for
patronising locally-made goods.
The overall success ofthe PoltcY
should result in imProved quality, lower costs and more goods.
TARIFF POLICY

The Customs and Excise
Tariff Schedule which came into
force early 1995 rs still in force

till 2001. lt is within this framework that tariff changes have
been made each Year, esPeciallY

through the budget statements.
The tariff changes made in 1 999
attracted the criticisms of manufacturers. The comPlaint was
that duty rates were increased
on a number of imPorted raw
materials. The Year 2000 customs tariff changes have largelY
addressed and redressed the
concerns of the manufacturers.
To this end, custom duty rates
on major raw material inPuts for
the manuf acturing of various
products have been reduced tn
order to revitalise ailing industries, increase sectoral caPacitY
utilisation, enhance their competitiveness and increase em-

ployment generation. Table 2
shows the average tariffs for
broad categories of imPorted
items. Each item has several
components, largelY inPuts,
whose tariffs were averaged to

2000
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yield what are reported in the
Table. Out of the 23 items listed,
the average tariffs of 16 reduced by percentages ranging
from 0 to 35, the latter being for
carpet inputs. Other items
whose inputs attracted significant tariff reductions are milk
(skimmed
powder,
tinplates, butter milk powder,
etc.) textiles, pharmaceuticals,
soaps and detergents, petroleum products, paper and printing products, and sanitary articles. ln the agricultural sector,
while inputs for livestock production attracted tariff reductions, poultry imports (frozen
chicken and turkey parts), and
non- tropical fruits (e.9. apples)
attracted higher duty rates. The

milk

same applies

to

ceramic

products.
However, a few anomalies
still feature in the tariff policy.
There has been the observation
that some core raw material
imports required in manufacturing do not attract sufficiently low
tariffs. And in the t€xtile sector
there are even contr€dictions to
the effect that the imported dyestuffs under HS Code 38091000 whole duty which was reduced from 20 to 5 per cent is
not the core material used in the
industry whereas the tariff for
the actual dyestuff used in the
production of fabrics, with HS
Code 3204-1100 was increase
from 25 to 30 per cent. This, and
similar anomalies, should be re.
dressed through an amendment
to the tariffs. Nevertheless,.the
lesson from this similar corrF
plaint from mahufacturers in the
past is the need for greater dia-

logue and consultations between
government functionaries and pri-

vate sector operators on policy

Finally, other desirable suggestion on non -oil export promotion have been made relating

matters.

to:

Finally, three import itemsa one -stop basis for expert
bentonite, baryte and maize- predocumentation:
viously on the import prohibition
lists have been removed from a adequate funding of the
such list and now attract duty
activities of the NEPC, and
rates ranging from 30 per cent for
bentonlte to 70 per cent for maize.
a reactivation of commercial
Nigeria's commitment under the
desks overseas to assist proW. T. O is advanced as the reavision of information on marson for this. Aside from this, even
ket potentials for Nigeria's
though looal producers of the
exporters.
products may feel uncomfortable,
lmport prohibitions tendlo be ineffective and encourages smugEXTERNAL DEBT AND NEW
gling as well as deny the governLOANS
ment of import duty revenue. On
the other hand, tariffs are generIt was stated in the budget
ally more efficient and can be re- that the external debt stock in
lied upon to achieve the objectives
'1999 remained at about the
of protection, consumption and same level, as it was in 1998boosting of government revenue. $28.77 billion. ln spite of the lifting. of the embargo on foreign
EXPORT POLICY
loans no new loans were contracted. However, some categoThe poor performance of ries of debts were not serviced,
non- oil exports has remained a particularly those owed to the
cause for serious concern. Vari- Paris Club creditor countries as
ous production / supply continued
well as arrears on post culoff
to bedevil both the agricultural and date debts. And because of
the
manufacturing sectors. Besides, subsisting resource constraints,
there are problems created by the sum of $1 .5 billion will be deconflic{ing macroeconomic poli- voted to external debt service in

cies, e.g. huge depreciation of
naira and high cost of funds in the
money market. ln light of the vari-

ous subsisting problems it is
hardly surprising that the package
of e)qoort ince,fives implemented

over the past 10 years have not
worked and non-oil export of nec-

essary infrastructures for fast
com munication and contracts with

neighbouring countries.
42

the year 2000. lt is, therefore,
desirable that g overnment
should continue to negotiate with

creditors for debt reduction.
The govemment intends to
resume borrowing this year from
munilateral and bilateral sources

in order to close the financing
gap in the budget as well as fi-

nance various development
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projects. ln Particular, funding
from the World Bank is for social sector and PoverlY alleviation project, especially in agriculture, education, health, water
and sanitation, rural electrification, SMEs and women and
youth development. While $13.0
million is to be drawn from three
new assistance projects, $77.9
million will be drawn cumulatively from the four on-going
World Bank and lnternational
Fund for Agricultural DeveloPment Assisted Projects. AdoPtion has tended to Pcse a serious threat to the industrialization
process and emPloYment in the
country. The enabling environment agrd infrastructural support
for the wholesale comPliahce
with the rules is lacking in the

country. Therefore, trade
liberalisation has to be imPle-

No

2

mented sensibly and in an orderly ment and the organized priv
sector on such nlatter is desir
manner.
able. The export policy in the b
get has follovved the usual
The Presidential directive on

government ministries, depart-

tern of providing incentives.

ments and agencies to-Patronise
home-made goods as first choice
is commendable. lt is to be hoPed
that monitoring mechanisms will
be put in place to ensure fullcompliance. Private sector operators,
individuals, should be encouraged
to take a cue from government departments. The Year 2000 customs tariff measures largelY address the concerns of manufacturers in relation to the inadequacies of previous tariff reviev,r
exercises. Raw material imPorts
generally attracted reduced tariff
rates. Hovtever, the few observed
outstanding anomalies in the tariff policy should be redressed, and
greater dialogue between govern-

which erroneously assume
away production isuPPlY con-

43

straints. The need to tackle these

fundamental constraints cannot
be overemphasized, as a basis
for the effectiveness of the incentives. Finally, the government intends to resume concession
borrowing this year from nrultilat
eral and bilateral sources,
cially the World Bank. Borrowing
for development should, h
ever, be for projects with
factory social rates of return for
social and infrastructural projects
and export-increasing / intPortdecreasing features for economic
projects.
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REAL SECTOR POLICY MEASURES IN THE 2OOO
BUDGET AND SECTOR PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL
BY

ISAYUGUDA
MANAGING DIRECTOR & CHIEF EXECUTIVE
NAL MERCHANT BANK

1.0

INTRODUCTION

will like to express my appreciation to the organizers of this
programme for having invited me
to be part of this policy seminar
on the year 2000 Federal Government Budget. Of great honour
and privilege ls the fact that I have
been chosen as one of the paper
presenters and facilitators and in
this regard, I thank you all.
I

tion chaning the correct part for
sustainable economic growth and
development.

It is on record that the administration inherited a prostrate
economy characterized by, poor

perf ormance of

major

infrastructural facilities, unsustainable liquidity position. rising
levels of unemployment and
inflation and decline capacity
utilisation in the real sector.

As an opening remark, will
I

like to observe that

this

programme, which was bilted to
have taken place earlier, is coming up today having been largely
held up by the delay in approval
of the 2000 Appropriation Bill. Although, recently passed into law,
the details are yet to be formally
made available to the Nigerian
public. As a result, the content of
this paper is largely based on the
initial presentation made by the
President to the National Assembly and other available documents
on the Budget.

The entry of the Obasanjo
administration into governance in
Nigeria was welcomed with hope
and undaunted optimism. Nigerians hopes and aspirations were
based on the beliefthat the democratic govemmentwill provide the
basis for full and equal participe-

Government, in response
took urgent steps to ameliorate
the problems by mopping up the
excess liquidity in the monetary
system, stamping out the phenomena of shortage of petroleum
products and improving te perfor-

mance of major infrastructure
facilities, especially reducing
power outages across the country.

problems of import dependence,
reliance on a single economic
product - oil, weak industrial base,
low level of agricultural production, a weak private sector, high
external debt overhang, inefficient
public utilities, low quality of social services and the high rate of
unemployment.
The government policy framework, as contained in the Year

2000 Budget, was therefore
geared towards addressing these
problems.
It is an acknowledged fact that

the 1999 Budget did not achieve
its set objectives as a result of
certain obvious distru ptions,
which impacted on its implementation. Notable among these,
were the global decline in the international crude oil prices, the reduction in the Nigerian quota of

oil Producing and Exporting
Within a relatively short
du ration, some identif iable
achievements were recorded. Of
note, decline to 10.5% in August
as against over 13% in May, 1 999
and the elimination of queues
from the filling stations.

However, despite these
achievements, basic structural
imbalances persist. These include in the main, the lingering
44

Countries (OPEC) output and the
restive situation in the Niger-Delta
area of all which resulted in reduced government revenue and
foreign earnings from oil.

The enatic supply of petroleum products, arising principally
from the break down of our refineries, the wholesome activities
oil racketeers and the epileptic
power supply situation affecte
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economic performance with
negative imPact on the real sec-

not later than 14 days of the resolution.

tor whose outPut was significantly constrained. CaPacity

2.0

utilisation therefore recorded a
drop to about 28% as against
aboul 34% in the first half of th'e
previous year. Extra-budgetarY
spending exacerbated the liquidity overhang resulting in further
Naira depreciation to the Dollar

MAJOR THRUST OF THE
BUDGET

2.2

Strategies for
Achievement
To achieve the Budget objectives, the Government intends
to employ the following strate-

2.1

gies:
Objectives of the Budget
Although the detail of the much
Divestment of Government
awaited Budget are yet to be for- a
interests in comPanies
mally announced, the Budget is
quoted
on the Stock Exexpected to usher in a new era of
change, which is expected
intensive capital re-injection and
by up to 8%.
to be completed during the
rejuvenation of the economY.
first half of this year.
President Olusegun
The specific objectives set
Obasanjo presented the Year
2000 Budget entitled the out in the Budget as Provided bY a Hotels, Vehicle asse.mbly
pla nts and other manufact"Peoples Budget" to the Joint the President are as highlighted
uring enterprises with Govsession of the National Assem- below:
ernment Holdings will be
bly on Wednesday, 24'h Novemactively p repared for
The provision of necessary
ber 1 999. The Budget, like Pre- a
privatisation d u ri n g the
framework for divestment of
vious budgets by past governyear.
government interests in ecoments, is coming with fiscal and
nomic activities, which are fit
monelary incentives geared tofor private sector manage- a The privatisation of utility
wards the growth of the real secintensive enterprises is to
ment.
tor. As a policy initiative, the Fedbegin during the year with
eral Government saYS that the
the establislmefit ol rcguBudget 2000 would a ch ieve a Laying a solid foundation for
latory framework for the
private led economic growth
macro-economic stabllitY and
sectors. The drawing up of
by providing the enabling
positive real interest rate through
modalities for effective prilegal, Fiscal and Ir4onetary
the cu,laitment of fiscal deficit
and restrictive monetary stance.
The inflation rate is exPected to
be reduced considerablY.

vate sector

environment.

participation

would follow this.
a

The 2000 Budget has been

accompanied by a Protracted
controversy between the Presi- o
dency and the National Assembly before it was eventuallY aPproved. N598 billion was how-

Upgrading the performance
of major infrastructure facili-

I

ties.

terials and the rehabilitation
and resuscitation of infrastructure facilities.

Paying adequate attention to

education and poverty alleviation; and

of .

ever signed into law with a reso- a
lution of the two party that the

To continue with the policY

President could sign the bill while
they both work towards a review
of the areas of disagreement. A
Supplementary APPropriation Bill

accountability in order to reduce the cost of doing business in Nigeria.

is expected to be Presented bY a
the Presidency to the Assembiy

Reduce the inflation rate con-

lncrease industrial capacity utilisation, by reduction
of import tariff of raw ma-

Emphasis on aerial Geophysical surveys and exPloration of solid mineral dePos-

probity, transparency and

its in order to encourage
private investment in the
sector.

siderably.
45

a

Budget deficitto be kept at
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of GDP
andensuring that Ways
not more than 3%

12.5%

ol expected

revenue.
a

Establishment and full implementation of the Niger -

Delta

Development

Commission.
a

a

2.3

The Fiscal polrcies for the
year 2000 Budget have been designed to focus on the priority sectors of the economy like oil and
Gas, Export Processing Zones,
Solid Minerals and Agriculture.
They are geared to achieve specific objective, which are largely
in tandem with some of the aspiratrons of the OPS.

Strict implementation of the These measqres are as follows
Anti-Corruption Law.
a
Enhance capacity utilisatjon
in agriculture, manufacturing
lncrease budgetary allocaand minlng industries. This
tion to education, health,
agriculture.
is expected to help build up
energy and
industrial capacity utilisation
which has continued to exist
The Fiscal Policy Meaat low level over time
sures

As a major participating

a

group in the real sector, the Organized private Sector ("OPS")
had enumerated a number of issues that have constituted hindrances to industrial growth,
which it wanted the Government
to address in the Budget. Some
of these include the following:

(i)

Continous crisis in the energy secto r, especially
power and fuel.

(ii)

Highand

unstable

.

ex-

change rate

(iii)

High rate of inflation

(iv)

High level of unemployment

(v)

Decaying public utilities

(vi)

Stringent credit and tax policres

ing the economy private sec-

tor led.

eans

advances,
and
where required are kept
within the statutory limit of
lvl

(vii) Capacity building

Provide appropriate protection of domestic industries
against u nfair competition
from imports and dumping.
Such protection is required
to allow for the survival of
local industries in the face of
global onslaught and trade
liberalisation.
Encourage diversifi cation of
foreign exchange earnings
through increased export activities. Our mono-product
economy requires sufficient
diversifi cation to generate
comfortable levels of foreign
exchange eamings and survive the vagaries of the
market.

Tne provision of adequate
and appropriate incentives in the
three identified sectors is required
to direct invesrment flow to funda mental industrres where the
country. may have comparatjve
advantages.

2.3.1

ln order to reduce the overall cost of doing business in the
Nigerian market. Government. rn
the 2000 Budget intends to remove all bottlenecks at the ports.
I\rleasures are being taken to
make our Ports user-friendlier. To
this end, technology-based process through scanners will be established both, to facilitate goods
clearance and to detect unauthorized use. It is expected that this
policy will attract more imports
through Nigerian Ports as against
the practice whereby importers
prefer our neighbouring countries
to discharge and clear their goods.

Furthermore, various port
charges would be reviewed downward to lessen the burden on importers. The obvious advantages
of all these are the reduction in
the time taken to clear goods and
cost of efficiency to importers
which could translate into lower
prices of goods and services.

2.3.2

(D

a

Provide appropriate incentives for investment in manufacturing, agriculture and
mining with a view to mak46

Port Reforms

Tax Policies

Value Added Tax: The flat
rate of 5% is to be continued in
the year 2000. However, the VAT
bdse will be widened by a further
reduction of the items on the

June,2000
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exemption iist with the exception
of agricultural equipment and inputs. A boost to agricultural de-

tic crude allocation to be paid at
export parity. We are aware of the
involvement of the Oil marketing

velopment and growth will be

companies in the importation of
fuel. We also know of the recently resisted move by Labourto
the NNPC'S increase of the pump
prices of petroleum products.

achieved.

(ii).

Petroleum Profit Tax:

Government will continue to be
committed tothe provision of tax
incentives necessary for the encouragement of investments in
the Oil and Gas sector. This is
however to be reviewed to ameliorate its effect on projected revenue from Petroleum Tax Profit.

(iii)

lnvestment Tax Credit:

The administration of this tax is
to be streamlined such that companies deriving the benefit of tax
credit, equal to 50% of capital
expenditure, may be restricted
only to those that signed the
Production Sharing Contract
with the Government in 1993 to
further enhance revenue.

(iv) Companieq lncome

Tax:

2.3.3 Other Relevant Policy
Measures

A major policy strategy contem-

secure the cash for spending.
Until the details of the Budget are made available. the real

sector will continue to operate ln
a vacuum as a result of not having a clear direction from Government. This is taking cognisance

of the fact that the Nigerian
economy is still largely Government dominated and Government represents the

bigg est

spender.

plated by government concerns the
plan to empower the citizenry both

Unlike the advance econo-

in the rural and urban areas to produce by providing necessary socioinfrastructural tools. One of such

mies of Europe and America
where the private sector charts
the economic course, Govern-

tools is the Medium{erm Poverty

ment transactions of over 70% of

Reduction Plan. A N'1.0 billion Fund
has been crealed to prosecute pov-

the total Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in Nigeria. Besides,

erty alleviation in the country
through the funding of grass-root
induced projects and programs.
Such a policy, apart from opentng
up the rural areas, will check the
influx of rural dwellers to the cities.

3,0

ASSESSMENT OF THE
REAL SECTOR PER.
FORMANCE (January
June,2000)

-

because of the instability of policjes, it is not easy to predict the
possible policy direction any year
without the Budget.
While the approved Budget

is still being awaited, President
Obasanjo was said to have in
January 2000 directed all
ministries and heads of govern-

Government to enforce compliment departments to return to the
ance with the practice of self presidency balances of ministeassessment by small comparial revenue allocations that were
nies. This will enhance revenue
Without an approved Budget not spent as at December 31,
and make marginal companies six months into the year, Nigeria's 1999. The president was also
more serious. More revenue is economy has been like a rudder- said to have instructed that all
also to be raked from insurance Iess ship anchored midstream at forms of expenditure, except paycompanies by harmonizing their the mercy of tempest. Over the last ment of salaries, should hence
tax responsibility to match de- five months and even till now the forth be suspended until the 2000
velopments in the industry.
final Budget is yet to be announced Appropriation Bill recetves the
to Nigerians. With the benefit of assent of the legislature.
(v). Deregulation of the
hindsight, it may take a long time
Petroleum Products
before funds under the approved
By implication, the economy
Market:
2000 Budget starts filtering into the has been further paralysed as
system considering the time it takes economic activities are espected
Deregulation of the market is
to print and circulate the Budget to to dip following the directive from
to be implemented and domes- ministries, prepare warrants and the presidency.
47
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This has Put a lot of things on
hold especially in the private sector where oPeratives have been
unable to chart a clear course of

activity for the Year. The Public
sector, on the other hand, was
only recentlY able to expand
some money, including Payment
of salaries. by invoking certain
provisions of the constitution that
allows for the utilisation of uP to
50% of budgeted amounts Prior
to final approval of the Yearly
Budgets. The expenditure Pattern is however unknown.
Notwithstanding, the 2000
Budget could be assessed for the
half-year by reviewing the activi-

ties of Government within the
confines of the objectives set for
the Budget in November, 1999

i.

Divestment of Government interests.

With the adoption of the exprivatisation and
ist in g
Com mercialisation Decree No 28
of 1999, Government stated out

of doing business could become
realisable. Until the implementation of the law, business will continue to be as usual for industries
whereby, companies loose a lot
of money to payments that have
no relationship to their business.

seriously with the divestment of its

interests in a number of enterprises. A total of 92 Public Enterprises were slated for privatisation/
commercialisation during this sec-

ond phase of the Programme.
The initial target of concluding the whole exercise within 2000
does not appear feasible as the
first segment, which was to sell off
Government interests in quoted

companies, and which was billed
to end in February, 2000 is Yet to
be concluded. The reason for this
is not farfetched considering the
fact that the Programme has been
trailed by disagreements accompanied by some PolicY reversals

(iii)

Reducing the Rate of
lnflation

The granting of an instrument autonomy to the Central
Bank of Nigeria is one of the
moves made by Government
which has facilitated the moderation of inflation and exchange
rate, in that, the CBN has been
able to substantially, effectively
control the level of money suPPIY
through indirect monetary tools.
Under this regime, exchange rate
is relatively stable with the gaP

Under, the monetary targets set bY

between official and autonomous
rates was less than 4% as at the
end of l\lay, 2000. Apart from this,
interest rates have continued to

t;on, the following are the notable

Government, this Phase is ex- drop thus allowing for cheaPer
pected to generate N15 billion. borrowtng.
Although, very few comPanies
Upgrading the Perforhave come to the capital market
mance of major lnfrathis year to raise funds, there is
structure Facilities
the fear that the size of funds required from market throug h
This is an area that the Perprivatisation will affect the level of
subscription to the share of these formance of Government has not
other compa nies arising from been encouraging because most
of the necessary infrastructure
saturation.
facilities are still in poor state (
(ii) lnstituting the PolicY of etectricity, roads, rails, telecomProbity and TransParencY munications, water, etc.). As a
result, the burden of providing
Government has just signed these facilities is that of the inthe Anti-Corruption Bill into law dustries. One hopes that with
which was to actualise its avowed budgetary approval, funds will
intention to stamp out coruPtlon now be available to prosecute

effects and likely impact:

within the polity. With this in place,

specifi c, relevant projects. Other-

the objective of reducing the cost

wise, the existing cost structure

Based on its own assessment, Government has scored itself very well when it was marking its one year in office. These
were largely related to intangible
elements of its targets such as
good governance, accountability,
human rights, etc. Because
these are subjective elements'
the basis under which the assessment could be judged is debatable.
With regard to hard, quantifiable aspects of its Programme,

the proportion of the items
achieved and the extent, is less
when compared to the number of
overall targets.

ln terms of the real sector
objectives and policy introduc-
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will continue to remain or even
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vices went up astronomically

worsens.

vii.
Job C reation/Poverty
Alleviation

lncrease in industrial
Capacity Utilization

Government has set aside
N 1 O billion separately approved
by the National Assembly, to fi-

Through a publication on the
year 2000 fiscal policy measures,
the Government made public the
review of port charges/levies and

nance its poverty alleviation

removal of some administrative ob-

programme jn the country. The stacles at the ports. ln line with the
programme has been launched strategy of using reduction of duand been implemented in all ties to increase capacity building,
states of the federation. lt is ex- a substantial list of items had their
pected to increase the dispos- excise duty reduced including cigaable income of the populace rettes, automotive battery compothrough the setting up small- nents, textiles, pharmaceuticals,
scale industries and enterprises detergent raw materials, etc. On
with local advantages. This will the other hand, excise duty for the
boost the ability of the rural popu- brewery industry was re-introlace to purchase goods. lnfor- duced. These are already reflectmation emanating from the ing in the cost of the affected instates and government do not tell dustries but the overall impact will
a smooth story in that, as in pre- be better seen in their financials
vious similar programmes, the of at the end of the year.
objectives are not being realised.
it is good that the Government is 4.0 CONCLUSION AND
already aware of this developSUGGESTIONS
ment and is taking corrective
measures.
From the foregoing, it is quite

lncrease in Prices of
Petroleum Products
An attempt by the govern-

ment up to 2003. ln this regard, it
is expected that the provisions of
the budget will run in line with
such set targets which include,
GDP growth rate of 10%, single
digit inflation, 70% employment
(formal & informal), household access to electricity of 60%, etc. by
year 2003.

Although the Budget has
now been approved and signed
into law, a few suggestions concerning fits implementation, may
suffice and I believe they will'be
included in the final recommendations to Government.
A quick release of the Budget to use users and making
the details available to the Nigerian public will be useful and
beneficial to the economy considering the length of time it
has taken to get it passed into

ln

addltion, takjng
congnisance of the expenditure already carried out by

law.

Government, it will be informa-

tive to release details ofthe
amount so far spent to aid in
the proper analysis of its im-

clear that an appraisal of the Budget and its impact on the real sector could only be substantially benpact on the relevant sector of
eficial if the Budget had been apthe economy.
proved in a timely manner and its
provisions made public. AIbeit, the ii It is heart-warming that Govmachinery of Government, as
ernment has constituted a new
could be seen, was not totally
Committee to be headed by
grounded during the review period
the Vice-President to handle
as a few policies were implethe
Alleviation
mented either with the necessary
Programme. We suggest that
inputs being available or not.
the inclusion of training programmes as part of the overall
It is important to mention that
structure to assist the grass-

ment to achieve its Budget policy
of attaining export parity for domestic crude allocation had been
thwarted by labour. Even at the
agreed ievels of 10.5% for Diesel and about 8% for Petrol, the
effect on user companies, who
have to depend largely on private
power generation will be substantial and in turn reflect in the the year 2000 Budget was
prices of goods and services. conceptualised within the frameWithin the short time of its intro- work of the overall projected ecoduction, cost of goods and ser- nomic policy targets of Govern49

Poverty

root beneficiaries to have a
good grasp oftheir respective
projects. This will enhance the
success of the programme.

me24NO

2

une.2000

iii. Having witnessed the kind
of resistance demostrated bY
Labour and the various interes groups on the attempt
made bY Government lo increase the Prices of Petroleum products, it maY be more

appropriate to introduce a Planned "token incremental Plan" to
be incorporated over the 3 to 5
year Plan Period. This should
be in such a way that. the Pub-

at

any point in time,
aware that these token and
lic,

is

50

absorbable increases, within a

known percentage will

be

implemented on a Periodic basis. This is recognizing the

fact that petroleum

Prices

will continue to fluctuate over
time.

ApriUJune, 2000
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THE IMPERATIVE FOR ENERGIZING THE INDUSTRIAL
TRANSFORMATION IN NIGERIA
tsY

PROF, D. OLU AJAKAIYE

&
PROF. A. 'SESAN AYODELE

Background lnformation
The primary focus of eco-

nomic management either
through economic regulation or
deregulation, particularly, in a
developing country, is effective
economic development /trans-

formation. Such an effective
economlc lransformation is expected to reflect in the improvement of the quality and standard
of living of the populace. lmproving people's quality of life involves, according to Tadaro
(1977).
"raising people's living levels

so much so that therr

in

come consumption level of
iood, medical services, education, utilities and social services expand through relevant economic growth processes; and,

ii- Creating conditlons conducive to the growth of peoples

self-esteem through the establishment of social, political
and economic systems and
institutlons which promote
human dignity and respect."

ln order to expedite and reinforce the pace of the process of
attaining the perceived level of

improved

q

uality and high

standard of living, Boe n inge r 1979/80.
(1991), proposed the need for
government to provide for the The regulatory approach u nder
prevalence of some socio-eco- which ind ustria lizatio n strategies
nomic transformation conditions
which involve:
"increasing people's freedom to
choose by enlarging the range
of their choice variables, for ex-

ample, increasing the varieties
of consumer goods and services at reasonable costs".

were adopted in Nigeria up to the

mid 1980s did not result in any
desirable results. The near total
collapse of the global crude oil
prices and the subsequent economic crisis that followed it resulted in the accumulation of
huge external and internal debts,
chronic budget deficit with the at-

tending inflationary
Perhaps, against the background ofthese desirable conceptions and goals of economic transformation/development, industrialization is widely accepted by policy
makers, economic planners, researchers and professionals, irrespective of their ideological disposition, to be one of the most reliable means of raising the standard
of living of the populace. ln this regard, successive governmenls in
the country have usually accepted
and pursued industrialization as a
way of transforming the entire
Nigeria economy. Thus, the country aspired in the 1960s industrially, hoping to use the proceeds
from the commodity boom to energize the industrial transformation process. This aspiration became reinforced in the '1970s wlth
the wind fall gains from the crude
oil price explosions of 1972l73 and
51

pres s ures

and serious economic declne

rn

all its ram,fications with the accompanying high unemployment
rates. These created some
transformation challenges which
prompted Nigeria 1o adopt the
World BanUlMF endorsed Structural Adjustment Programme
(SAP) in July, 1986, in order to
among several objectives:
i. restru cture and diversify the
productive base of the
economy;

ii. achieve fiscal and balance of
payments viability; and
iii. lessen the dominance of unproductive investments.

Towards these ends, there
was a reversal of Nigeria's development approach to economic deregulation and liberal-
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trade and payments liberation;

key productive sectors of the facturing but into commerce to

to all\,cate available resources.
Within this new Parading are
such policies that relate to:

i.

scarcity of investible funds in the
country.

sustaining growth and development
with the sustainable economic development paradigm. Towards this
end, economic planning and PolicY
instruments seem to be currently directed at the development of the

ization, relying on market forces

economy such as agriculture, inii. tariff reform and rationaliza- dustry, particularly, manufacturing
tion to promote industrial di and commerce for the promotion of
the pace of industrialization in Niversification;
geria. ln this regard, there is the uriii. deregulation and greater re- gent need for policy instruments to
be properly focused on the emPhaliance on market forces;
sis on the imperatlve for energiziv. adoption of approPriate Pric- ing the past poorly executed industrial transformation process in the
ing for all commodities;
country. To this end, this PaPer atv. rationalization and tempts to draw the attention of govprivatization of public Enter- ernment, policy makers, economic
planners, researchers and industriPrise (PEs):
alists to some areas of the imperavi. strengthening existing de- tive for energizing Nigeria's indusmand management policies; trial transformation.
and
lndustrial Development in
Nigeria: An Overview:
vii. adoption of measures to
slimulate production and
Prior to the discovery of crude
broaden the supply base of
oil in commercial quantum in Nigethe economy.
ria, the country depended largely on
ln spite of these elaborate agricultural primary products for the
which incidentally would have generation of foreign exchange.
favoured effective industrializa- The country therefore constituted
tion process in an economically one major agrarian country in
conducive environment, most of Africa. However, immediately afthe results were socio-economi- ter independence (1960), the need
cally undesirable due to some arose to adopt an import substituSAP associated development tion industrialization to reduce the
heavy dependence on the external
problems.
sector for the supply of manufacAgainst the background of tures products, capital goods and
this disappointment, Nigeria's equipment. Government subseMsion 20't 0 Report (1998) aims quently created some industrial inat creating a stable macroeco- centives to encourage foreign innomic environment that will Pro- vestors. Foreign entrepreneurs
vide a conducive atmosphere were invited to champion Nigeria's
for' a dynamic, long term self- industria lization because of the
52

ln spite of the incentives cre-

ated, the little investment that
came were not focused on manu-

make quick money. The import
substitution industrialization later
yielded place to export promotion
industrialization, particularly after
lhe 1972173 windfall gains from
the crude oil price explosion at
the global crude oil market. lt may
be recalled that by 1970 or thereabout, crude oil sold for less than
$2 per barrel (pb) with Nigeria
producing less tlran 0.5 million
barrels per day (mbd). Howevel
by 1972173 the price rose from
$2pb to about $40 pb with crude
oil production equally rising to
reach about 2.5mbd in 1980. This
development resulted in the erosion of the graet reliance on agriculture so much so that its contribution to the Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) substantially declined from about 65% in the
1960's to about 20o/o in the late
1970s yielding place to mining.

By this time (1970s), the
manufacturing sector had depended mainly on the external
sector for foreign exchange to
purchase both equipment, spar€
parts and intermediate inputs.
There was phenomenal increase
in the performance of the sector
within the mid-1970s and 1980s
period fuelled principally from the
massive inflow of foreign exchange. However, the near collapse of the economy's driving
force which started in 1981 reverse the phenomenal increase
in the performance of the manu-

2000

facturing sector in Nigeria. Between 1981 and 1983, the sec-

tor witnessed stagnation and
thereafter its performance decline and this can be attributed
to two major factors viz:

a weak demand due to the
sharp fall in real income arising from the economy recession and high product prices;

ii.

Iow export market penetration

Nigerian's objectives of adopting

development,

Programme (SAP)in July, 1986.
The manufacturing sector Was expected to play a central role in this
process of evolution, hence, SAP
proposed the enhancement of the
productive of the manufacturing
sector, particularly, against the
backdrop of the declining oil revenue to reinforce factor accumulation and imports within the process of economic deregulation.

v. Tax holidays

the Structural Adjustment

due to poor quality control
and the high cost of production due to the high cost of
imported inputs (lwayemi,
1994)
Perhaps, against the background of this development, Iow
productivity growth became one
major constraining features of
the Nigerian manufacturing sector. lnfact, the analysis in Chete
and Adenikinju ( 1995) indicate
that the sector recorded a nega-O.57o/o in
tive gro\r/th rale
total factor productivity growth
within the 1962/85 period. The
analysis also indicate that the
positive growth in manufacturing
value added within that period

ol

he ns

efficiency

ive reform programmes

which advocated minimal government influence in trade and other
spheres of industrialization. These
prog ra m me embodied several

policies aimed at lhe enhancement of the pace of industrialization in the country Whereas some
of these policies were targeted at
the macro-economy, others were
primarily ajmed at influencing the
manufacturing sector. Such policies included:

Technical devaluation of the
naira to alter domestic prices in

was ascribed to the groMh in
factor accumulation in the boom
period rather than an enhanced

cient and

im

port-dependent

economy. Thus, the need was

which constituted one of

maintain export earnings in

foreign denominated

e

adoption

of the

privatization and com mercialization policy for the enhancement of industrial productivity
and efficiency;
viii. The promulgation of the Export lncentives Decree of
1986;
ix. The establishment

of

an Ex-

port Guarantee and lnsurance

Scheme to assist Nigerian
firms to compete at the lnternational market effectively;
ln the area of cash inducements, an export expansion fund

who would have provided

ii. The increase of .capital
allowances for plant and ma-

iii.

cur-

rency;

change rate system;

The introduction of the tax
free dividends for foreign personal and colporate equity
holders within the 1987/92 period;

created to evolve, from that
structure, a diversified, dynamic
and export oriented economy

ary accounls for exports to

was created for the provision of
cash inducements for exporters

It is important to recognise

formed into a monolithic, ineffi-

vi. The establishment of domicili-

favour of manufactured exports through the floating ex-

chinery;

that by the mid-1980s Nigeria
had completely been trans-

entrepreneurs willing to invest rn economically disadvantaged areas:

vii.Th
SAP initiated some compre-

for

iv. Special tax incentives of about
140o/o relief in respect

expenses

on

of RAD
raw materials

53

a
minimum of N50,000.00 worth of
semi-man uf actured or
manufactured prod u cts.
Recognising the need to facilitate
and ease the processes of the
incorporation, registration and
supervision of industrial enterprises, the 1990 Companies and
Allied Matters Decree was promulgated. On a final note on the
incentives to put industrialization
on its proper course in Nigeria,
govemment provided some insti-

tutional supports via the
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establishment of

i. The lndustrial DeveloPment

Coordination C o m m ittee
(DCC);

ii. The lndustrial Data Bank
(lDB) and lndustrial Training
Fund (lTF),

ments made efforts to create critical industrial bases to accommodate agro-allied industries. ln
course of this attemPt came tire

political crisis of the mid-1960's
which culminated in a Protracted
military rule in Nigeria with its
grave consequences on the Pace
of Nigeria's industrialization proCCSS.

iii. The Raw Materials Research

and

DeveloPment Council

(RlulRDC);
iv.

The Project

DeveloPment
Agency (PODA):

v. The Federai lnstitute of lndustrial Research, Oshodi
(FilRO);
vi. The Standard Organisation of

Nigeria (SON); anc

vii.The I nvestment lnfcrmation
and Promotion Centre (llPC)
Relevant laws were made
in most of these industrial PolicY
a!'eas to energize the Processes

of effective industrialization in
Nigeria. Most of these Poiicies
and the laws Protecting their
implementation are documenteo
in what constitute the on-going
lndustrial Policy of Nigeria (FRN.
1e98).

It is evident from the foregoing that in the attemPt to
transform a dePleting resources
base economY to an industrialized self-sustaining economy
some strategic instruments had
been put in place in Nigeria, Particularly, since indePendence
(1960). Under these PolicY in-

struments, regional govern-

However, the commodities
and crude oil booms with their
windfall gains in the 1970s tended
to bring some financial relief in
Nigeria's procPsS industrial transformation. ln this regard and given
the afore highllghted industriai
policies, it was assumed that Nigeria would use the crude oil revenue for effective industrial transformation. Thus, relYing on the
windfall gains from crude oil, the
country embarked on the establishment of major inciustrial ventures such as: the Peugeot and
Volkswagen AssembiY PIants;
and, the Petro-chemical Piants,
among several others.

tion of SAP in Nigeria
SAP and lndustrialization in
Nigeria:
It is imPortant to recognise
that the imperative for energizing
the industrialtransformation in a
country, particulariY since over a
decades ago may not be regarded as a PecuiiaritY of Nigeria alone. ln fact, the on-going
globalization trend has reinforced
the growing debate on common
markets, free trade areas and the
need for a new international economic order. As a consequence
of this globalization trend, a new
Worid Trade Organization (WTO)
was established in 1995 to superseded the earlier GeneralAgree-

ment on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT). There is also the formation of the world American Free
Traoe Agreement (NAFTA) zone.

These develoPments raise the
suspicion that there could be the
pcssibility of transforming the

l

trade biocs into couldrons of hosBy the mid-1980s, the crude tility that could culminate in sociooil prices hao actuallY collaPsed economic and industriaiwar, Parhaving declined from about $ OPd ticulariy against Third World
in 1980 to about $EPd,within the Countries (Nigeria included)' The
first quarter of 1986. ln fact, be- economic develoPment message
fore the mid-1980s the commod- from the foregoing under score
indusity prices at the global market had the pi'edominance of keen
ln fact,
also actually collapsed. This sug- trial competition globally.
gests that if mining activities had the craze for economic liberalizaeconomic denot eroded agricultural activities in tion, reinforced bY
most of the
Nigeria, the economic crisis which regulation underline
accompanied the collaPse of the economic develoPment PolicY decrude oilwould have come earlier cisions in manY countries to crethan the time it came because of ate incentives to save and move
the earlier collaPse of the com- resources around on the basis of
modity prices. The intention to efficient resources allocation. The
ward off the implication of the eco- important question at this stage
nomic crises resulted in the adoP- relates to wither Nigeria in its
54
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process of industrialization to

foreign investments;

create incentives to save and allow for the inflow of investible
funds on the basis of efficient

ii. The weak base for competition
at the international market for tioned anormalies and subse-

resource allocation within the
on-going processes of globalization coupled with economic
liberalization and deregulation

for energizing the industrial transformation in Nigeria lies in detecting the causes of the afore-men-

Nigeria's manufactured products
had been further eroded by excessive cost of production and poor
quality of its products

quently eliminating them in order
to create a conducive industrial
environment for effective industrialization.

paradigms.
iii. Arising from the gross erosion

Cedain facts on the Nigerian manufacturing sector are
apparent from the implications
of the implementation of SAP
policies in Nigeria as an exter-

of the naira value to the deprecia!
ing exchange rate is the decline in
the demand for goods which has
culminated in large inventory in the
manufacturing sector.

nally dependent monolithic
economy. These are:

i. The unstable

political

economy, particularly, during the

protraeted military rule did not
allow for the inflow of large scale
Table
Year

1

Exchan

These development in spite of
the impressive market size of the
economy coupled with its high induslrial potentials, do not augur well
for a conducive environment for industrialization. Thus, the imperative

Savinos and

lnflation Rate

ln this regard, the issue

cline in peoples purchasing
powei and high production cost
in Nigeria. Table 1 therefore presents statistical information on
the inflation, exchange, savlngs
deposit and lending rates respectively in Nigeria within the 1980/
98 period. lt is apparent from this
table that:

inq Rates in Nioerir :1980-98
Exchange

Lending Rate

Rate (N:$)

Savings Deposit
Rate

Gapacity

Utilization

1

980

9.9

0:5464

6.0

9.9

70.1

1

961

20.9

0.6100

6.0

10.0

73.3

1982

7.7

0.6729

7.5

11.75

63.6

983

23.2

0.7241

o(

11.50

49.7

1984

39.6

0.7649

9.5

13.0

43.0

1

985

5.5

0.8938

9.5

11.75

38.3

1

986

5.4

2.0206

9.5

12.0

38.8

1

987

14.2

4.0179

14.0

19.20

40.4

1

988

38.3

4.5367

14.5

17.60

42.4

1

989

40.9

7.3916

16.4

24.6

43.8

1

990

7.5

8.0378

18.8

27.7

1

991

13.0

9.9095

14.29

20.80

o. 1

31.20

38.1

1

I

40.3

'

42.0

1992

44.5

17.2984

'1993

54.2

22.3268

16.66

38.1

37.2

1994

57.0

21.8861

12.61

21"0

30.4

1

995

72.8

21.8861

12.61

21.0

29.3

1

996

29.3

21.8861

10.11

21.0

32.5

1997

8.5

21.8861

6.10

20.2s

37.2

998

10.0

21.8861

5.2

21.40

32.4

1

1

source: cBN. Annual Report and statement of Accounts (Many series)
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is

to find out the causes of the erosion of the naira value, the de-

lnflation rate rose from 9.90'6
in 1980 to 40.9% in 1989,
72.8o/o in 1995 before declining to abou 10% in 1998.

ii. Saving dePosit was 6% in
1980 relative to the lending
rate of 9.9%. That is the
savings - cum - lending rates

gap was about 3.9%

in

1980" ThisgaP in favour of
the ienoing rate rose Persls-

tently to 8.9% in 1990;
21.44o/o in 1993 bef o re
slightly declining
16.2o/o in 1998.

iii.

to

about

The exchange rate started
from a very low base of
N0.546. $1 in 1980 a n d
depreciated PersistentlY to

about N7.4 : $1

in 1989;

N17 3:$1 in'1992; N21 9:$1
in 1 996 and about N 1 00 : $'1
in 1999.
i,r.

Capacity under - utilization
worsened from 7Al% in
1980 to 42.0% in 1990 anC
32.4% in 1998.

It is therefore aPParent
from these statistics that level of
interest rates remains unattractive and the sPread between deposit and lending rates remair
high, possiblY, reflecting inflationary expectations, high risk
premiums and/or Poor risk assessment on the financial sector. These negative financial developments within an efficient

banking system

under

deregulatory device constitute
one major source of high cost
of production in Nigeria.

ln addition to the ineffi-

ciency of the banking sYstem in
Nigeria, is negative imPlications
of government indecision on what
to do with the resPect of Public
Utilities in Nigeria coupled with the
impacts of the deregulation of the
tariffs of utilities. For examPle,
there is the persistent utilities supply gaps which are PaftlY exacerbated by production inefficiencies'
This has elicited exPensive demand responses as industrial
substitute inefficient and costly alternative for the suPPlY of these
utilities. This applies as much to
electricity as to telephone, postal,
water ano transPort services, Particulariy, railways" Thus, the significant constraints imPosed on
the process of industrialization is
the deficiencies in the continued
public sector Provision of these
services. In spite of their deficiencies, the tariff indices of electricity, postai services and telecommunication reached 883; 250C'
and 5000 bY t,997 witir '1985 =
100 (Obadan & AYodeie, '1998)"
Certarnly, these are not gooC
enough to aliow for an effective
industrialization process in a de-

veloping countrY ParticuiarlY
within the giobaiization Process.

The Way Out

Given the

f

oreign

uncompetitive and high cost economic environment, the imPera-

trial poiicy instruments that make

Nigeria a least cost industrial
producer. This suggests something drastic must be done
policy-wise to modifY the existing high bank-lending rate to
make it supportive to the industrialization process. Besides, the
depreciation of the exchange
rate would have to Yield Place
to appreciation bY not allowing
the comrnercial banks to remain
a foreign exchange allocator
rather than foreign exchange intermediary.

This suggests that in the
process of energizing the industrial transformation of the Nige-

rian economy the CBN has

a

major role to play in sanitizing the
banking system to make for efficiency and low cost industrtai
production. tn his regard the
CBN wouio need to introduce
some poiicy instrument aimed ai.

The reduction of the sPreaJ
between savlngs and lending
rates via the significant reduction of the lending rate;

i!. The reduction of the excess
profits of commercial banks,
particularly form their ooerations in the foreign exchange
market. All of the commercial
banks must be seen as intermediaries between the user
foreign exchange and the
CBN rater than the allocators
of foreign exchange to the

tive for energizing the industrial
transformation in Nigeria, is to
create a conducive environment
under which there would be free
inflow of foreign investible funds.
This may not be possible unless

On the entire market, govern-

the cunent industrial environment
changes to one whose enabling
environment encourages indus-

ment owes it a duty to make the
industrial environment attractive
and perfect for operation. These
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USETS,

L Adquate

guaranteed suPPlY
of utilities to all users;

ii. Establishment wage structureto rabe effedhre demand
for goods and services.
iii. Creating a condition for sustain- abledemocraticgovernuser in a
ment
stable eco-Political situ-

to

ation in the country.

ln these regards

erating the imPlementation of export diversification initiatives. ln
facl, suctt diversification strategies
must be comPrehensive. That is,

access to EuroPean marketers
and markets Provided bY the
Lome Convention. This technicaily suggests that Nigeria must
be greatly involved in the initial
pnases of the fonrnrtation of ttie
aforementioned WTO agreements if it is to enjoY continued
access to foreign markets.

such policY instruments must
emphasise both the suPPlY and

All of these are reinforce-

depreciation sfildl could lead to
a further dccline in term of trade.

coutd be attained through;

the

country's continuous dePendence on a narrow range of Primary exports make it very vulnerable to external shocks. Govemment should therefore Put uP
pMent strategies to diversifY
Nigeria's exPort base. PolicY efforts must emPhasis the need
to minimize the large curency

Against this background,
policy efforts must focus on accel-

ment to the issue of the need to
minimize the effect of the nega-

demand sides of the Production
process. The suPPlY side must focontext of
cus for success on research and tive influence in the
development, human caPital de- unfavourable macroeconomic
comvelopment and effective market- environment. This relatesto
qualing strategies that facilitate an ex- petitive production cost and
panded range and imProved qual- ity of products, fiscal restraint,
conityof exportable commod'ities. On money supPlY growth that is
GDP, inthe demand side, PolicY strategies sistent with the real
imProvemust be directed at exPanding do- creased productivitY ad
suPPlY of
mestic, regional and Western mar- ment
in the
kets and therebY increasing mar- infrastructural services

in the

ket share. For, examPle the exPloi-

tation of the existing preferential
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INTRODUCTION

-F
I
I

ne rmoonance ot avarr
abilitv of reliabte data in
various aspecls of hu-

man endeavour cannot be overemphasised. Decisions not suP-

ported by facts, and facts not
backed by relevant data hardlY
provide a firm basis for neces'
sary action. Thus, data-based
research is a Pre-requisite for
sound policYformulation. ln general, good qualitY data is essential in socio-economic and oPerational research. Furthermore,
an efficient and uP-todate database serves as a solid foundation for the aPPlication of statistical methods for achieving
greater precision in Planning activities and for forecasting.

Data, which meet the
above requirements, have to be
generated. Data generation has
been known to be quite cumbersome and expensive, even in the
best of environments. The Problems of data collection multiPlY
several-fold in our own underdeveloped setting where basic
requirements for information acquisition, processing, storage
and retrieval are difficultto meet.

The Centrat Bank of Nigeria (CBN) is involved in bocioeconomic and fi nartcial research

to aid monetary PolicYformulation
and other policy ProPosals to the
Federal Government. Although

the Federal Office of Statistics
(FOS) is statutorilY mandated bY
the StatisticalAct of 1958 to generate socio-economlc data in Nigeria, non-availabilitY of some

macroeconomic data for the
Bank's purposes and gaPs in
some data series over the Years
have persuaded the CBN to delve

into data collection exercise

DR. (MRS.)A. A. SERE-EJEMBI

Moreover, the CBN Decree No' 24

to develop the

of 1991 (as amended) mandated

economy. Thus, although it

the Bank to embark uPon the Production of essential socio-economic data. Data collection has
thus, become an imPortant assignment in its schedule, esPeciallY
with respect to information on national accounts, external, monetary and public sectors in order
to satisfactorily perform its advi-

could be argued that a lot has al-

sory role.

Nigerian economy. The objective of this paper is to examine
the intricacies and problems
data generation in a seeminglY
statistically hostile environment
with a view to suggesting measures capable of minimising the
problems. The paper, focuses
basically on the activities and experiences of a majordata collecting and analysing unit of the
Bank - the Research DePartment, especially its Statistical
.Services Division as a case
study. Apart from-.the introduc-

It has been observed that in
recent times, there has been an
increase in respondents'apathy to
the supply of required data to interested or authorised government
agencies, including the CBN. This
problem seems to stem from the
premiling attitude of economic
agents that they do not see how
the provision or collection of data
would benefit them and from lack
of inadequate appreciation of their
role as stakeholders in the effort
59

l'Jigertan

ready been said and written
about the problems of data collection in Nigeria, it is considered
topical, timely and advisable to
revisit the topic and examine the

forces militating against the
smooth flow of data collection,
collation and dissemination in the
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tory part, the paper consists of
three other sections. Section ll
treats data needs of the Central
Bank and the methodologies
used for their collection. Section
lll analyses the problems often
encountered, while Section lV
concludes the paper with some
policy recommendations.

II. DATA NEEDS OF THE
BANK

ll 1 Genesis of Data Collection
by the Bank

The CBN stands in

a

unique position as user as well
as producer of statistics. lt produces financial sector data, and
uses economic and social sector data for policy analysis. Specifically, the Bank, in addition to
rts various traditional functions,
engages in wide-ranging economic research for policy formulation, for consideration, and implementation by Government
through its Monetary, Credit,
Foreign Trade and Exchange
Policy Proposals which serve as
inputs into the national budget.
Specifically, the Bank utilises lhe
data for its financial programming aimed at:
(i.

)

Furthermore. the CBN, like
other central banks in most developing countries, has short and
long{erm socio-economic development roles in addition to its traditional role of monetary management. The Bank's duties and functions, therefore, call fbr accurate,
timely and detailed info'rmation on
all sectors of the economy. Since
the data requirements of the Bank
can hardly be fully met by relevant
agencies, the Bank has been em-

ate and develop various statistics,

e.g. quarterly GDP series, lrade
statistics, wholesales price indices

and informal sector data.
The 1968 Amendment to the CBN
Act of 1958 and the CBN Decree
No. 24 of 1 991 (as amended) contain clauses that empowered the
Bank to have access to information necessary for efficient dis-

charge of its responsibilities. A
penalty clause was introduced for
non-compliance.

2

and financial statistics on a wide
range of subjects. The statistics
so collected and analysed are
pubhshed and disseminated via
the Banks' various periodic pub-

lications, such as the Statistical
Bulletin, monthly, quarterly and
half-yearly reports on developments in the economy, as well as
the Annual Report and Statement
of Accounts of the CBN.

ll.2

Sources and Nature of lhe

Data

barking on data collection,
processing and analysis of not
only financial/monelary data, but
also data on all macroeconomic
accounts to facilitate its operations. The Bank is now actively involved in various collaborative programmes with the FOS to gener-

No

The sources and methods
of capturing socio-economic data

vary. Generally, the Bank applies

standard scientific and relevant
statistical procedures and methods to capture and utilise data.
Depending on the desired coverage, the Bank undertakes censuses or sample surveys, while
the method of delivery include
mailing of questionnaire or direct
delivery and retrieval at a later
date, direct interview, as well as
direct extraction from administra-

tive records. The particular
method utilised depends on a
number of factors, including the
scope and purpose of the study,
availability of funds for the exercise, as well as time.

ensuring monetary and
price stability, oPtimal economic growth, and mainte-

nance of intemal and external balance; and
( ii.) overall monitoring ano su-

pervision of the financial
system to ensure compll
ance with and adherence
to rules and support for
monetary policy objeciives.

The Research Department of
the Bank does not only acquire
statistics for analysis and policy

formulation, it also serves as the
Bank's major data custodian. The
Statistical Services Division within
the Department specifically anchors its statistical base. lt is
charged with the regponsibility for
collecling, collating, processing,
analysing and storing economic

60

The various data collected
Research Department are
the
by
classified in accordance with the
form in which they are generated,
namely:

(i.)

primary - via surveys and
administrative records; and

(ii.)

secondary - data existing,
compiled and Published bY

ApnYJune 2000
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other statistica I agencies.

11.2.1 Surveys
Primary data, generated through

surveys, are collected directly
from respondents for s pecif rc
purposes. Some periodic survey exercises conducted by the
Department inchrde:

1. Price surveys of selected
consumer items,

2. Business surveys of manufacturing, trading, buildlng
and construction firms, as
weil as core projects,

1. l,,4oney ano banking statistics,
e. g. assets and liabilities (balance sheets) of finance houses,
merchant and commercial banks:
sectoral Cislribution of ba n ks'
loans and advances, inter-ban k
placement statistics; interest rates;

summary of dealings in discount
houses, community banks and developnrent banks; Central Bank
balance sheets, etc.

ll.3
2. External sector statistics movements in N aira exchange
rates, international reseryes: etc.
11.2.3 Secondary Data

These are statistics com-

3. Agricultural production surveys,

prled and published by other insti-

tutions,
4. Foreign private investment
su

rvey;

5. Insurance statistics survey;
and

6. Wage statistics survey.
The Department also undertakes adhoc survey exercises on its own, as well as in
collaboration with the FOS,
other parastatals, institutions,
government and non-governmental organisations
I l.

2.

2

Adm inistrativ e Records

These are generated from
routine/operational activities of
the Bank, as well as from the
records of government, private

and non-governmental organisations. Some of these statistics
include:

finances, etc., as are relevanl to
each of them
3. Other ministries, government
pa rastatals and institutions Drovide dala on population, health,
education, rurai development
and allied matters, railway services, communication, electricity,
vehicle registration and road accidents ocean shipping, evacuation of goods to the ports, etc.

wh

ich are statutorily

charged with the responsibility of
generating such data. These data.
as well as the institutions from
which they are collected include
the following:
. The Federal Office of Statisticc
(FOS) - national accounts statistics, foreign trade statistics, composite consumer price indices, industrial production statistics and
principal agricultural commodities,
1

etc.

2. The Federal Ministry of Finance
and Economic Planning, National
Planning Commission, States'
Ministries of Finance and Economic Development, as well as
Local Governments supply data
on current revenue of Federal and
State Govemments, recurrent and

capital expenditure of both tiers of
government, domestic and external public debt, local government
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Methodology Adopted by
the Bank
The focus in this paper

is

essentially on data collection the
activities of the Statistical Services Division (SSD) in collaboration with its Lagos Liaison Office
(LLO), as well as the Zonal Research Units (ZRU), allwhich are
constituent pads of the Research
Department of the Bank. The
ZRU and LLO are, among other
things, the data collection outstations of the Division. They collect data from lbadan, Enugu,

Bauchi, and Kano Research
Zones as well as Lagos State for
onward dispatch to SSD in Abuja.
These units contribute a significant portion of the data inputs of
the Department. lt is, therefore,
necessary to analyse the survey
methods applied by them.

11.3.1 Data collection

processes
The primary strategy in the data
collection process is the adoption
of the most cost-effective, respondent-friendly, as well as result-oriented approaches. Apart
from the use of postal (mail)
questionnaire, the Bank under
takes mostly peEsonal/direct con-
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tact method of questionnaire distribution. This is in recognition of
the facl that the use of the Nigerian postal services has often re-

sulted in delays with dire consequences for timely rendition of
data.

Secondly, the technical
complexities of our questionnaire designs are reduced, as
much as possible, to the barest
minimum. Particular cognisance
is taken of the professional background of the public from which
the information is desired. For
example, the questionnaire formats for Business, as well as
Foreign Private lnvestment Surveys are designed such that the
respondents, who are mostlY accountants, would be able to complete them easily. This is done
to reduce the level of non-response attributable to limited un-

derstanding of the q uestionnaire.

Thirdly, the use of seasoned research staff has helPed
to reduce the deg;ee of rebuff
and intimidation by respondents.
Furthermore, most of the respondents are qualified professionals in their various flelds and
are well versed in current affairs,
economic issues, etc. Often,
they engage in discussion with
the Bank staff and want clarification on matters and dark sPots

in government policies, Pronouncements, and the like. This
is more so, because the CBN is
perceived to be Government's

foremost economic adviser.
Conseguently, well-equipped
Bank staff is a prerequisite in the
process of data collection. This
buttresses the fact that personal

rapport is vital in data collection.
Furthermore, to reduce to

been because of increased efforts in convrncing respondents

the barest minimum the fre-

on the importance of data collec-

quency of fruitl'ess visits and callback appointments, telePhone
calls are utilised, where possible.
This approach is largely used to
monitor and follow-up questionnairb completion before embarking on retrieval. Also, establishments are segregated into survey
areas for easy coverage. A field
officer covers org anisations within
one vicinity or a number of geo-

tion, as well as the persistence
of field officers. ln view of the
foregoing, the next section ofthe
paper delves into the sources
and reasons for the increasing

g

apathy to the data generating ac-

tivitiis of the CBN.
III,CONCOMITANT PROB.
LEMS AND CHALLENGES
OF DATA COLLECTION

raphically contiguous areas.

This arrangement creates a cluster of enumeration areas, which
enhances ease of movement and
location of respondents. Each officer is also armed with a well-revised survey frame.r Moreover,
some Bank publications are distributed to respondents who comply most. These publications are
highly sought after and valued bY
respondents for several reasons.
Respondenls are able to see,
first-hand, some of the results of
their contributions. Some of the
respondents who have registered
for different professional courses
find the publications very useful.
The contents of the pubiications
are also utilised in the planning /
budgetary activities of the organisations, and for ascertaining how
poorly or otherwise their establishments are performing in the
sector to which they belong, as
well as in the economy in general.
Corporate gifts in the form of calendars and diaries are distributed

to some respondents at the beginning of the year.

Despite the

af ore-mentioned approaches, the fair response rates sustained have
62

As mentioned earlier, respondents' apathy and unwillingness to divulge information or
submit returns have been on the
increase over the years. lt has
become more difficult to achieve

and maintain h igh response
rates. The poor economic situation in the country has often been
adduced as a principal reason
that makes respondents disinterested in providing information on
their activities. However, respondents must be encouraged
in order to obtain coniinuous and
consistent information. This will
assist in creating a period of
policy consistency, as well as
enhance policy implementation
that would encourage stable and
sustained economic develop-

ment. The wide fluctuations in
our economic indicators seemingly result in total or, at best,
near total erosion of the gains of
previous years, as well as the
confidence of economic agents.
Moreover, the economy had
been under severe stress. Persistent macro-economic imbalances, depreciation of the Naira
exchange rate, high inflation
rates, declining capacity utilisa-
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tion rates and reduction in output, coupled with an increasing
population pressure, have
helped to fuel respondent's disillusion, disgruntlement and
apathy to data generating activities of the CBN. ln Statistical
Surveys Reports, the perception
of respondents that the positive
effects of CBN policy formulation are yet to be significantlY

proportion of its inputs ls imported
in various forms - raw materlals,
spare parts, comPonents of animal
feeds, pesticides, etc. The depreexchange rate
ciation in
over the years contributed to a
steady rise in business operating
costs. As seen in Table I, the FEM/
AFEM rate of the Naira depreciated
from N 0.55 to US $1.0 in 1980 to
N 83.80 to US $1 .0 in 1998.

the

manifested on the Nigerian
The inflation rates during the
review period more or less reflected
the direction of devaluation of the
Naira. From 5.40 per cent in 1 986,
the inflation rate rose to 40.90 per
cent in 1989. The rate escalated
further in the years immediately after the introduction of domiciliary
accounts and bu reau-de-change.
Sharp rises in inflation rates were
other factors, which militate also noticed in 1992 and 1995
against data collection exercises (44.50 and 72.84 per cent respectively) and this situation coincided
are discussed below.
with the depreciatton of the ex(a) PREVALENCEOF OS- change rate in the FEM from N 9.9'1
to US$1.0 to N 17.45 to US$1.0,
CILLATING ECONOMIC
and thereafter from N22.00 to
CONDITIONS
US$1.0 in 1994 to N8'1 .20 to
The data analYsis covers US$1 .0 in 1995. Even when the inthe period '1980 - 1998, which flation rate fell to a single digit in
marks an extended Period of 1997, respondents to data enquirspecific policy thrusts in the ies claimed not to have reaped the
country. The period 1980 to benefits, as other inhibiting factors
continued to make their costs of op1 985 was one of AusteritY Measures; 1986 to 1993 was one of erations very high.
Structural Adju stment Programme (SAP), while 1994 to Apart from concerns about ex1998 is termed the Period of change rate instability and inflationary pressures, respondents have
Guided Deregulation.
warned about the effects of the poor
The effect of the devalua- performance of the real sector.
tlon of the exchange rate of the Population has been inc reasing
Naira has been of serious con- steadily from 1980 to date (at the
cern, as the economy is imPort- rale of 2.83 Per cent in recent
dependent. The real sector IS times), while the growth rates of agmore directly affected as a large ricu lture and manufacturing have

economy is usually highlighted.
The respondents hold the belief
that if their contributions are being put to adequate use over the
years, the economY would have
been on a speedy road to recovery. Hence, theY often claim not
to comprehend the rationale behind their continued participation
in data submission. These and
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been unsatisfactory (Graph I l).
From 2.2 per cent in 1982, the
growth rate in the agricultural
sector declined to -4.5 per cent
in '1984. Agricultural growth of
11 .0 per cent in 1 986 (beginning
of SAP), was off-set by a decline
of -3.9 per cent in 1987. Grov(h
in the sector, however, recovered

to 10.7 per cent in the following
year. From 1989 to the end of
the review period, the oscillation
reduced considerably, albeit the
growth rates maintained at low
levels.

GroMh of the manufacturing sector has also depicted wide
oscillations similar to the situation
in the agricultural sector. From
12.9 per cent in 1982, it declined

to -30.4 per cent in 1983 and 10.9 per cent in 'l 984. A sudden
rise to 20.4 per cent was then re-

corded in 1985, followed by a
negative value in the next year 3.4 per cent. ln 1987 and 1988,
the rates rose to 5.3 per cent and
11 .7 p{ cent. respectively. This
cyclical growth pattern continued
with the rate falling to 1 .5 per cent
in 1989, increasing to 8.8 per

cent in 1990 and declining to
negative values from 1992 to
1994.

Since it is well known that
growth in the manufacturing sector is fundamental to development in any economy, the oscillating movements in capacity utilisation rate, (Table lll) is indicative of how poorly the sector has
performed over time. Players in
this sector constitute a good Proportion of our respondents. During the period of Austerity lt4easures (1 980 - '1985), capacity uti-

N

o

z

N
o
E

TABLE

II

f

6

GROWTH IN
POPULATION AND MAJOR SUBSECTORS
OF THE REAL SECTOR

YEAR

sRowTH RATE

POPULATION
(MtLL)

AGRIC

(%)
MFG

GRAPH II
1980
1981

1982

o
o
o

1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1s88
1s89
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998

64.7
66.8
68.4
70.7

N.A
N.A
2.2
2.7

73.01

(

75.5
77.9

|

80.s
I

|

83.2
84.9
86.7
88.5
91.5
94.1
96.8
99.5
102.3
105.2
108.2

N
@

c
l
co

Source : Central Bank of Nigeria

24.3
11.0
(3.e
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lisaiion rate declined from 70.1
per cent to 37.1 Percent.A mar'
ginal increase was recorded during the first four Years of SAP
1 986 - 1989, from 38.9 Per cent
10 42.4 pq cent. Apart from a
marginal increase from 40.3 Per
cent to 42.0 Per cent in 1990/
1991 , the capacity utilisation rate

continued to droP and reached
29.3 per cent in 1995. Though it

increased to 36.8 Per cent in
1996, it has been declining since
then.

(b.)

TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

Poor record-keePing, or
record-keePing in a format that
does not conform with CBN
queslionnaire format in several
instances has created Problems
in the suPPlY of information'
There is sometimes, the need to

assist respondents to adjust
their formats before comPliance'

Although our questionnaire are
as user-friendlY as Possible, the
technicalities of some formats,
to which respondents are not familiar pose serious handicaPs to
proper comPletion and this creates bottlenecks. Often, where

information is eventuallY Provided, (after much Pressure, Persuasion and repeated calls)' it

is in piecemeal and comPleted
haphazardly, in a waY that would

make it unusable. For such information to be useful for analYsis, the on-the-spot checking
and editing becomes inevitable.
At times, if enors are discovered
in the information suPPlied, delays in eventual collection arise
when corrections have to be

made or authorised bY a more senior officer.

(c.)

MANPOWER PROBLEMS

These problems have several
dimensions. ln the first instance, escalating operating costs have
forced many establishments to reduce their staff strength drastically
in recent years. Thus, the staff assigned to suPPlY information has
many other schedules that are
ranked more vital. SecondlY, to cut
costs, a number of comPanies, es-

pecially small and medium-scale
enterprises employ non-professtonals or staff with minimum qualiflcations. Many such staff have difficulty

lishmenls would not be revealed,
instances of data hoarding, ema-

nating from susPicion, still
abound. A number of resPondents in this category have a natu-

ral apathy to divulging information. Another grouP surmtses
that the information could be
made available to rival comPanies. This allegation is common
among f o re ig n-owned I
partnered companies (esPeciallY

those of Asian origin). A third
group {eels that the information
would be used for tax Purposes
or witch-hunting. The Problems
created by susPicious resPondents are often difficult to overcome. When information is eventually supplied, it is given in a dis-

understanding or appreciating the
and uncoordiimportance of data collection or its torted, conflicting
bid to coverimmediate benefits. Furthermore, nated manner in the
are
some staff hardlY comPrehend how up. When the contradictions
the editing stage
to complete the questionnaire, but discovered at
the enumerator has rewould nct like to divulge the fact that and
to reconfirm, the rethere is a ma.ior constraint. It takes course
often insist that the
several call-back vrsits and a vigi- spondents
thus render
lant field officer to Perceive the data are authentic,
useless Senproblem and then know how to Put ing the information
oPerating costs,
the staff through completing the sitive data on
tax are
questionnaire. Thirdly, the rate of income, profiUloss and
omitted outrightly.
staff turnover in some establish- sometimes
ments is quite high in recent times.
(e) THE NIGERIAN ENVr
This situation creates a problem in
RONMENT
that the newlY emPloYed staff has
to be put through aPPreciating the
Another set of Problems is
importance of questionnaire comsocietal. Nigeria has a rather
pletion.
high functional illiteracy rate.
These problems are even com(d.) SUSPICION FROM
pounded in a situation where the
RESPOA/DENIS
literate supplies information,
policY forln spite of the clear statement which may be faulty for
of confidentiality on the covering mulation. Furthermore, it seems
feel that
letters of the questionnaire, indicat- that some respondents
taboo to ask certain
it is
ing that the information supplied are
published in aggregate form such questions, for examPle those
status and
that the identity of individual estab- that hinge on family

a
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income. Collecting information
from companies owned or
manned by such responde nts
has always been problematic.

(,i)

BUS/,VESS CLIMATE

Owing to the prevailing
economic climate, some compa n ies have reduced the
number of working days in a
week, and pay their staff according to the number of days on
duty, to reduce production costs.

Others shut down temporarily,
when their products are not rn
good demand. This is common
among small scale manufacturing companies. ln this situation,
approaching affected stafffor information naturally meets with
a lot of rebuff, hostility and resistance. This problem a iso
lends itself to serious lags in updating company records from
which information could be extracted.

(s.)

VoLAT|LE BUs//vEssEs

at the seemingly eroded protection of local industries in recent
times. The policy, which replaces
the ban on lmportation of certain
items with payment of import duties and tariffs, has been seen by
businesses as stifling local production. Our markets are said to
have become dumping grounds
for less expensive, more colourful and not necessarily better quality (and in some instances substandard) imported goods. The
average Nigerian s taste for imported goods, thus, frustrates demand for local manufactures. The
affected respondents, whose
warehouses are overstocked with
finisheci goods, despite price reductions (though costs of production are not falling), opine that
these policies have not been favourable to their development and
grorvth. This situation has invariably generated some apathy to
the supply of data when requests
are made of them.

IV

There has been a high

POLICY RECOMMENDA.
TIONS, SUMMARYAND
CONCLUSION

level of volatility in business clo-

sure and formation in recent
times. This situation has re-

lV

sulted in our survey frames being adjusted after every surveY
exercise, i.e. more or less quarterly to match the situation on
hand. lt usually takes a lot of
explaining, cajoling, and convincing to get information from
the new respondents.

The following practical recommendations emanate from the

(h.)

PROTECTTON OF

LOCALINDUSTRIES

'

A group of respondents

have expreSsed disappointment

1 Recommendations

findings in this paper. They centre around options on how to ensure improvement and eventually
solve the excruciating problems
encountered during data collection. ln the first place, it is fundamental to create a oood and enablina socio-economic operatino
environment lot respondents. ln
this regard, it is vital to forge lasting economic stabilig. To achieve
this; the Bank necessarily has to
68

continue to advice and encourage Government to pursue stable policies, policies that are consistent and/or have continuity.
There is need for total divorce
from abrupt changes in policy direction. Proper and effective
policy implementation should be
pursued. Such an approach will
eventually stimulate stable and
stiady socio-economic growth
that would positively reflect on
the fortunes of various economic
agents.

Public enlightenment prorammes onthe mass media , tncluding the newsprint, need to be

undertaken periodically to sensitise the public on the necessity
of data collection and importance
of compliance with data gathering authorit jes. Different discussion fora could also be organised
for tne Chief Executrves of the
establishments usually covered.
lncentives in form of complimentary qifts and publications
emanating from the outcome of
the survey should be distributed
to a// respondents. The CBN Annual Report and Statement of
Accounts and the CBN Briefs are
some of the most popular and
valued research publications of
the Bank, which could be made
available to respondents. A great
deal has already been done in
this direction over the years, ai
some publications and corporate
gifts in form of CBN calendars
and diaries are distributed to
some respondents. Response
rate has always been encouraging from such respondents. Unfortunately, these items do not go
round all respondents due to lim-
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iled supplies. Efforts should be
made to serve all of them.

Furthermore, efforts
should be made to ensure that
some peculiar issues raised bY
respondents receive PromPt at-

tention. This will give them a
sense of belonqin o an d contribulinq directlv to national develooment.

A Clearanc e Certif icate
akin to ihe tax clearance certificate should be issued to establishments, which resPond regularly and promptlY to question-

naires. This certificate should
serve as a token aPPreciation of
their efforts by the Bank.
Steps should be taken towards exploiting how lo call Per'
sr'slen tiy def a u lt i nq re s p o nde nt s
to arder. as they tend to have a
neg ative inftuence on neighbouring establishments. There

have been occasions when
some respondents tried to find
out whether other resPondents
in the vicinity complied. Letters
of displeasure for non-compliance should be sent to defaulters from time to time.
Finally, it has been severally adduced that in developed
countries, data is not collected

serially and directly from establishments, but via cen alised elec-

nks to which renlc
spondents would have obligatorily
inputted data. The creation of an
electronic data bank should-be a
long{erm goal of the Nigerian Statistical System, as this would invariably require comPuter networking with on-line communication link. These centralised electronic data banks produce data
from records of operations. Effective record keeping has been
proven the cheapest means of
keeping consistent data.

Other recommendations to
be considered include review of
the Iaw and the penaltv for noncompli ance and if need be , foreiqn
exch anqe utilisation be tied to
complhnge.b y way of black-listing
defaulters. However, the education of the policy maker is crucial
in appreciating the use of statistics at all times. Hopefully, this will
encourage their support of the statistical system for better economic
management.

lV.2 Summary
The use of meaningful statistics and its timely generation
cannot be compromised in the
CBN environment. The origin of
data collection activities of the

69

Bank has been traced to their inadequacy or non-availability from
secondary sources for it to un-

dertake its research and PolicY
proposal / monitoring duties. The
data needs cover a wide range
of relevant subjects: financial and
socio-economic. The most fundamental problems inhibiting the
smooth flow of data generating
activities of the Bank include the
our
os cillating nature
economy, manpower problems
of responding establishments,
suspicion about the use to which
the information will be put, and
the overafl lull in economic activities in the country, etc. Suggestions on how to alleviate the
problems have been proffered.

of

IV.3 Conclusion
The task of easing data collection should be regarded as a con-

tinuous process. This is relevant

even to the most developed
econom ies with sophisticated
technology for data collection
and processing. Finally, with an
improvement in the literacy level
and overall appreciation of the
role of reliable statistics in lhe
country, it is believed that the
public would embrace data generation and availability of relevant
statistics will be accorded its
proper place in our economy.
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